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 Annals of Mathematics, 120 (1984), 401-476

 Valuations, trees, and degenerations of
 hyperbolic structures, I

 By JOHN W. MORGAN AND PETER B. SHALEN

 Introduction

 The theory developed in this paper and its sequel [MS1] was motivated by

 the feeling that what was done in [CS] for curves in the algebraic set X of

 SL2(C)-characters of a finitely generated group should have a natural generaliza-

 tion to arbitrary algebraic subvarieties of X, and that such a generalization would

 be an important tool in the study of surfaces and 3-manifolds. The algebraic

 aspect of the theory is developed in this paper and the geometric-topological

 aspect in [MS1]. As applications we give proofs, from an entirely new point of

 view, of two fundamental results of Thurston's: In Chapter III of this paper there

 is a description of a natural boundary for Teichmdller space, and in [MS1] there
 is a characterization of those compact 3-manifolds whose space of homotopy-

 hyperbolic structures is compact. Because our methods are drawn from the

 mathematical mainstream, and therefore help to explain Thurston's results by

 putting them in a wider framework, there is hope that they will be more

 generally applicable.

 Our program follows the general lines laid out in [CS] for the case of curves.

 One considers a subvariety V of the set of SL2(C)-characters of the fundamental
 group F of a manifold. One passes from an "ideal point" of V, to a valuation on

 the function field of V, to a "tree" on which F acts, to a codimension-1

 "submanifold" of the original manifold. The first two steps are carried out in this

 paper; the appropriate geometric objects, codimension-1 "submanifolds," are

 actually codimension-1 measured laminations; the study of these is saved for

 [MS1].

 The difficulties begin at the first step: what is an ideal point? Whereas there

 is a fairly simple notion in the case of a curve, for varieties X of higher dimension

 there is no obvious notion. What we do to define the ideal points is motivated by

 a construction of Thurston's for Teichmfiller space [T]. We map X into an

 infinite-dimensional real projective space 9 with homogeneous coordinates

 indexed by the set l of conjugacy classes in F by sending a character X to the

 point with homogeneous coordinates (log( I X(y) I + 2)). Y E in 9.. (The " + 2" in
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 402 J. W. MORGAN AND P. B. SHALEN

 this formula is to ensure that the number that we are taking the log of is greater
 than 1.) It turns out that the image of X in 9 is relatively compact, even
 though 9 itself is not compact.

 Actually, this construction is completely general. Chapter I is largely de-
 voted to studying it in the context of an arbitrary affine variety X. Given a

 countable set Y of regular functions which generate the coordinate ring of X,
 one can map X into a projective space by sending x to

 O,, (x) = (log(lf(x)l + 2))ftcE . 9
 The image is always relatively compact.

 This compactness can be viewed as a statement about relative growth rates

 of polynomials. Let us illustrate it in the simple case when X = C and the

 functions are the monomials fj(z) = zn. If 1i E C is any sequence converging to
 x, then O9( i) converges to (0, 1, 2,... ) in 9 simply because

 lilog(lznl + 2) _n lim log(Izml + 2) m
 Z -*+00lo(Iz' 2)

 In the case of a general affine variety X and countable collection of functions Y,

 given a sequence xi E X tending to x, we can choose a subsequence so that for
 all pairs f, g E A,

 lim log(lf(xi)l + 2) exists in [0, x]
 zi*oo log(lg(xi)l + 2)eisinOx.

 It follows that the O(xi) converge in ,. The ratios of the homogeneous
 coordinates of the limit point give the collection of relative growth rates of the
 various functions in Y. For a related construction see [Ber].

 This then produces a compactification of X which depends only on the
 choice of the family of functions Y but nothing else. The set of ideal points is a

 subset of 9.1 An ideal point has projective coordinates giving the relative growth
 rates of the functions f e Y along an appropriate sequence. On the other hand,
 non-archimedean valuations, or more precisely, the negative parts of such val-

 uations, measure growth rates, i.e. orders of poles. (In contrast to the case of
 curves, these growth rates are not always commensurate, and one must consider
 valuations that are neither discrete nor of rank 1. Chapter I begins with a review

 of the theory of these valuations.)

 We define a certain appropriate collection So of valuations supported at

 infinity, v: F * -- A v , F being the function field of X over an appropriate
 ground field. This set maps to 9, by v - (max(0, - v(f)))f E . We show that
 the image of So in bid is exactly the set of ideal points in X. (This generalizes the

 fact that for X = C and fn( z) = Zn the limit point was (deg fn ) n N. The reason
 is that there is only one valuation of C(z) supported at infinity: It associates to
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 each polynomial f the order of its zero at oo, i.e. deg f.) Thus we obtain a

 compactification of X whose ideal points are determined by valuations.

 In Chapter II, we turn to the theory of the SL2-tree associated to a

 valuation. The theory of [CS] exploits the arboreal construction of [Ser], for

 discrete, rank-i valuations. This is the SL2-case of the Bruhat-Tits building.

 Having introduced more general valuations into the picture, we must generalize

 the Tits building construction for SL2 to such valuations. Such a generalization

 has apparently been known to Tits for some time. The simplicial tree of the

 discrete, rank-i case must be replaced by a more general object. The case of a

 rank-i valuation, i.e. one whose value group is order-isomorphic to a subgroup of

 R, has been studied by Roger Alperin, who introduced us to this theory. Alperin
 and Moss [AM] have shown that the buildings one obtains in this case are trees in

 a generalized sense: metric spaces in which the distance function is defined by

 arc length and two points are joined by a unique arc. We call these R-trees.

 The results of [AM] show that the study of actions of a group F on R-trees

 with base points is equivalent to the study of length functions in the sense of

 Chiswell [Chi], which in turn generalizes a notion due to Lyndon [L]. Our length

 functions, 1(y) = minx e T d(x, yx), are invariants of the actions. Thus, they differ
 from Chiswell's which depend on the choice of a base point in the tree.

 The valuations that describe the ideal points of our compactification of a

 variety of characters of a group F are not all of rank 1, but they nevertheless give

 rise to natural actions on R-trees. We were inspired to look for such actions by

 [AM]. However, in the course of our work, we were led to consider things from a

 point of view much closer to that of [Ser]. Our exposition is self-contained. It

 occupies much of Chapter II. By the end of Chapter II we have shown that every

 ideal point x of X(F) is determined by some action of F on an R-tree. In fact, as

 a point of 9f, x is precisely (I(y))y E, where 1 is the (unbased) length function
 for the given action. (The length function is not identically zero; this turns out to

 be equivalent to saying that there is no fixed point for the action.)

 A crucial fact for the applications to discrete and faithful representations is

 that an ideal point which is a limit point of characters of such representations

 corresponds to an action of F on an R-tree with the property that the stabilizer of

 every non-degenerate arc is abelian-by-finite.

 In Chapter III we show that the characters of discrete, faithful cofinite-area

 representations of a surface group F = 7r,(S) in SL2(R) form a union of con-
 nected components of the set of real points of a complex affine algebraic subset of

 the set of characters of F. Any of these connected components can be identified
 with the Teichmiller space Y(S). The theory of Chapters I and II, applied in
 the real case, gives a compactification $7(S) of Y(S) whose ideal points are
 described by actions of F on R-trees; a dense subset is determined by discrete,
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 404 J. W. MORGAN AND P. B. SHALEN

 rank-i valuations and therefore corresponds to actions of F on simplicial trees.

 All these actions have the property that the stabilizer of any non-degenerate arc

 is cyclic. From these facts one concludes by a topological argument, based on the

 ideas due to Stallings, that the actions corresponding to a point x in this dense

 subset can be described in terms of a system C of simple closed curves in S: as a

 point of 9., x is ((y, C))y,, T where (, ) denotes geometric intersection
 number. This yields a proof of one version of Thurston's theorem that the ideal

 points of S(S) are naturally identified with the projective measured geodesic

 lamination space of S.

 A more direct proof of an equivalent version of the theorem, which is related

 to the ideas in [MS1] and does not depend on considering the dense subset, will

 be given in [MO]. This proof reveals a direct connection between measured

 geodesic laminations on S and certain actions of 7r1(S) on R-trees. This connec-

 tion will be exploited in [MS2] to show that a generic measured lamination gives

 rise to a free action of 7r(S) on an R-tree. If S is closed, any such action gives a

 counterexample to a well-known conjecture due to Lyndon [L], as reinterpreted

 in [Chi], according to which only free products of subgroups of R admit free

 actions on R-trees. The first counterexamples to Lyndon's conjecture were given

 by Alperin and Moss in [AM]; our examples are quite different. In [MS2] we shall

 also use the results of [MS1] to obtain affirmative results on the Lyndon

 conjecture for a large class of 3-manifold groups.

 We would like to thank Allen Hatcher for pointing out to us the analogy

 between the theory of [CS] and Thurston's compactification of Teichmdler
 space, an analogy which is formalized in this paper and which was obviously

 crucial in developing the ideas presented here. We are indebted to Hyman Bass,

 as well as to Roger Alperin, for insight into the construction of R-trees, and more

 general trees, as Tits buildings. We are also grateful to Bass for contributing to
 the proof of Proposition 111. 1. 1, and for his encouraging interest in this work from

 the beginning. We are indebted to Marc Culler for valuable preliminary discus-

 sions of many of the ideas leading to this paper and to [MSI] and [MS2]. Finally,

 we thank Irwin Kra for several helpful conversations.

 I. Valuations and compactifications

 In Section 1 we review the theory of "valuations" as the term is understood

 in algebraic geometry: These are non-archimedean valuations taking values in an

 arbitrary ordered abelian group. In Section 2 we show how to use such valuations

 to describe the relative growth rates of rational functions on a complex affine

 variety V as one approaches infinity through certain sequences in V. This is

 applied in Section 3 to the study of a certain compactification V of V defined by
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 a given countable collection of rational functions on V: We show that the ideal

 points of V can be described in terms of certain valuations of the function field of

 V over an appropriate ground field, and that a dense subset of the ideal points of

 V can be described in terms of discrete, rank-i valuations. In Section 4 we

 develop an analogous theory for real algebraic varieties.

 1.1. Generalities on valuations

 Recall that an ordered abelian group A is an abelian group (written

 additively) together with a total ordering < subject to the rule a < b and

 c < d implies a + c < b + d. As an example R with its usual order is an

 ordered abelian group. Of course, if A is an ordered abelian group and if A' C A

 is a subgroup, then A' inherits an ordering. In this way any subgroup of R

 becomes naturally an ordered abelian group. An abstract ordered abelian group is

 order-preserving isomorphic to a subgroup of R if and only if it is archimedean,

 i.e. if and only if for any positive elements x and y there is a natural number n

 with nx > y. Another example of an ordered abelian group is Rn with the

 lexicographic ordering: (x, ... ., xn) < (y1, .. ., Y) if there is an i, 0 < i < n - 1,
 with x 1= y1,..., xi 1= yi-1, and xi < yi.

 We shall review some facts about valuations from [ZS, Chapter VI]. A

 valuation of a field F is a homomorphism v of the multiplicative group F * onto

 an ordered (additive) abelian group A (the value group) such that v(f + g) ?

 min(v(f), v(g)) whenever f, g, f + g e F*. The valuation ring (V = { f e F:

 f = 0 or v(f) ? 04 is a ring with quotient field F; its unique maximal ideal is

 Mfl = { f c F: f = 0 or v(f) > 04. We say that v is trivial on a subfield k of F

 if k c CVQ, in which case v(k*) = 0. Two valuations v: F* -* A, v': F* -- A',
 are equivalent, and will be identified, if there is an order-preserving isomorphism

 i: A -* A' such that iv = v'. Up to equivalence, v is determined by (v A place
 of F is a homomorphism 9 of a subring C%, of F into a field A such that for
 every fe F - C9, we have i/fe c9., and 9(1/f) = 0. For each place 9 of F
 there is a unique valuation v of F such that CV = C9g.

 A subgroup A' of an ordered abelian group A is said to be isolated if,

 whenever x e A', y eUA, and -x < y < x, we have y e A'. The isolated
 subgroups of A, including A and 0, are totally ordered by inclusion. The rank of
 A is the cardinality of the set of all non-zero isolated subgroups of A. If A has

 rank 1, it is isomorphic-as an ordered abelian group-to a subgroup of R. The

 rank of a valuation v of a field F is the rank of its value group. If v is trivial on a

 subfield k, its rank is at most the transcendence degree of F over k.

 If F is an extension of a field k, the abstract Riemann surface of F over k

 [ZS, Ch. VI, ? 17] is the set S of all valuations of F that are trivial on k. (Note:
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 406 J. W. MORGAN AND P. B. SHALEN

 Zariski and Samuel consider only non-trivial valuations; the difference is trivial.)

 The set S has a natural topology in which the sets { v c S: v(f) 2 04, as f

 varies over F *, form a sub-basis for the open sets. When F is a finitely generated

 extension of k, S has a geometric interpretation; the following account is a

 translation into more concretely geometric language of the one given in [ZS].

 Let K be any fixed algebraically closed extension of k. By a model of F we

 mean a pair (M, i) where M is a projective variety (i.e. an irreducible projective

 algebraic set) in KP N, for some N, defined over k, and i is an isomorphism of F
 onto the function field k(M). We shall often refer to the model (M, i) simply as

 M, and identify k(M) with F via the isomorphism i. Given two models (M, i)

 and (M', i '), there is a unique birational map j = jM Mm: M' -* M which induces
 the isomorphism Vi -' of the function fields. The models M and M' will be
 called equivalent, and will be identified, if j is an isomorphism of varieties. If j

 is regular (i.e. has no points of indeterminacy), we shall say that M' dominates M

 and write M < M'. In terms of the relation <, the set of all models of F is an
 inverse (= projective) system.

 For any model M of F, the set of projective subvarieties of M becomes a

 topological space with the Zariski topology. (Zariski and Samuel, since they are

 dealing only with non-trivial valuations, restrict attention to proper projective

 subvarieties.) This space will also be denoted by M. If M < M', IM M, may be
 regarded as a continuous map of the space M' onto the space M. Thus the

 inverse system just described becomes an inverse system of topological spaces.

 According to [ZS, p. 122, Th, 41] the inverse limit of these spaces is canonically

 homeomorphic to S.

 (Zariski and Samuel also prove an analogous result in which the inverse

 system of projective models of F is replaced by the inverse system of complete
 models, i.e. complete abstract algebraic varieties having F as function field. In

 fact, they show that the projective models form a cofinal subset of this larger

 system. For the applications in this chapter one could equally well work with
 complete abstract varieties.)

 It is fairly easy to describe the valuation in S corresponding to a point of the

 inverse limit of models. Suppose (W) is a system of k-subvarieties in the

 projective models (M) of F which forms a point p in the inverse limit. We shall

 describe the valuation v of F associated to this point by giving its valuation ring

 Cv. Let f c F * be given. There is a projective model M of F in which f
 becomes a well-defined meromorphic function; i.e., the polar divisor and the zero

 divisor of f do not intersect. Let W C M be the subvariety which is the image of

 p under the projection of the inverse limit to M. Then f C OV if and only if f is
 in the local ring of W, i.e. if and only if f I W is generically finite-valued. Clearly,

 f c mv if and only if fI W = 0.
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 (I.1.1). To describe the inverse of the above correspondence one must

 describe a map S -- M for every model M of S; that is, one must associate a
 subvariety W of the projective variety M to each valuation v. The subvariety W

 is characterized by the conditions Ow C 6v and 9mw C TV These conditions
 imply that m w = v n (9 w. Note also that if f E F = k(M) is well-defined on a
 Zariski-open subset of W, then f E m v if and only if f e mw

 The maps jM, M' are surjective because a birational map of projective
 varieties is surjective (on points and therefore on subvarieties). It follows that for

 any model M, the natural map S -> M is subjective; i.e. every subvariety of M is
 associated with at least one valuation of F. trivial on k.

 The simplest valuations of a field are the discrete rank-i valuations, i.e. those
 whose value group is isomorphic to Z.

 PROPOSITION I.1.2. Let F be a finitely generated extension of a field k of

 characteristic zero. Let v be a valuation of F, trivial on k, and suppose that in
 some model M of F, the subvariety W of M associated to v has codimension 1.
 Then v is a discrete valuation of rank 1.

 Proof. We first prove the proposition under the additional hypothesis that

 the model M is normal, i.e. that the local ring of each point of M is integrally

 closed in F. In this case, it follows from [Mu2, p. 415, Proposition 1] that the

 locus of indeterminacy of any function f c F = k(M) has codimension ? 2 in
 M. In particular, any f e F is well-defined on a Zariski-open subset of W. Hence

 by the above discussion we have Ov = Ow. In particular (v is Noetherian, and it
 then follows from [ZS, Chapter VI, ? 10, Theorem 16] that v is a discrete, rank-i
 valuation. (Geometrically, v(f) is the order of the zero or pole of f at W.)

 To prove the result in general we consider the normalization of M; this is a

 normal model M' ? M. (See [Mu2, p. 400, Theorem 4]. To characterize M' one

 must also state that jM M' is a "finite mapping," but we do not need this. If one
 works with the inverse system of all complete models, the existence of the

 normalization becomes easy.) Let W' denote the subvariety of M' associated

 with v. Then since jM Mm(W') = W, the subvariety W' has codimension 1 in
 M', and it follows from the case of the proposition already proved that v is a
 discrete rank-i valuation. E

 We will also need:

 PROPOSITION I.1.3. Let F be a finitely generated extension of a field k, let v

 and v' be valuations of F, trivial on k, such that Ov c Ov, and let W and W'
 denote the subvarieties of a given model M of F associated to v and v'. Then
 WC W'.
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 408 J. W. MORGAN AND P. B. SHALEN

 Proof Note that m lf C M fV since m v (resp. mnv,,) consists of the elements of

 F that do not have inverses in (v (resp. Cv,).
 Let X' be a hyperplane section of M defined over k and not containing W

 or W'. Then Z = M - X" is an affine variety, and W n Z and W' In Z are

 affine subvarieties; all these varieties are defined over k. Since all the functions in

 the coordinate ring k[Z] are well-defined on the Zariski-open subsets W n Z and

 W' n Z of W and W', we have

 k[Z] n ewf = k[Z] Revf C k[Z] mRv = k[Z] fl mw

 Thus the functions in k[Z] that vanish on W' In Z also vanish on W n Z. Thus

 W n Z c W' n Z; taking Zariski closures we conclude that W C W'. C

 (I.1.4). The following "quotient notation" will be useful in the sequel. Let

 A be an ordered abelian group of finite rank r, and let 0 = AO C * * *C Ar = A
 be its isolated subgroups. For any X E A, define the height of X to be the least

 integer j such that X E =A For 1 < j < r, the ordered abelian group A /A_1
 has rank 1 and may thus be identified with a subgroup of R by an order-preserv-

 ing isomorphism which is unique up to multiplication by a positive constant.

 Thus, given two negative elements X and X' of A having the same height j,

 there is a well-defined positive real number X/X', where X and X' are the images

 of X and X' in A,/A)i -1. We shall write X/X' for X/X'. Furthermore, we set
 X/A' = 0 if height X < height X', and X/A' = oo if height X > height X'. Note

 that in every case X/A' is the reciprocal of X'/X in [0, oo]; and that X/X' < r/s,
 where r and s are positive integers, if and only if rX' < sA.

 It is a classical result that any ordered abelian group of height n can be

 embedded, in an order-preserving fashion, as a subgroup of R' with the

 lexicographic order. (See [Ha].)

 I.2. Defining valuations by sequences

 Except where we specify otherwise, a real or complex algebraic set V, for

 example a variety, will be regarded concretely as a subset of an affine or

 projective space (so that the points of V are "closed points" in the terminology

 of algebraic geometry), and V will be understood to have the "classical" topology

 defined by the usual topology of R or C. Likewise, to say that an affine (resp.
 projective) algebraic variety V is defined over a subfield k of R or C will mean

 that it is the zero set of a collection of polynomials (resp. homogeneous polynomi-

 als) with coefficients in k. If k is a subfield of C, by a k-generic point of a

 complex variety V defined over k we shall always mean a (closed) point of V
 which lies in no proper subvariety of V defined over k. If k is countable it
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 follows from [Mu3, Theorem 2.33] and the Baire category theorem that the

 k-generic points of V are dense in V.

 Let Y be a complex projective variety. Let k be a countable subfield of C

 over which Y is defined, and set F = k(Y). We shall describe a useful method of

 constructing all valuations of F that are trivial on k.

 By a k-valuating sequence in Y we mean a sequence (xi)i ?0 of k-generic
 points of Y such that for each fe F, limi o0f(xi) exists in C U {oo}. (The
 condition that the xi are k-generic guarantees in particular that each xi lies
 outside the locus of indeterminacy, and even the polar locus, of f e k(Y), so that

 the terms f(xi) are well-defined complex numbers.)
 If (xi) i>0 is a valuating sequence in Y, and if (9 is the subring of F

 consisting of those f for which lim i jf(xi) is finite, the map ( -> C defined by

 f -> lim f(xi) is a place of F; the corresponding valuation v of F will be called
 the valuation defined by the sequence (xi). The valuation ring (9 consists of

 those f e F for which lim f(xi) is finite. In particular, v is trivial on k. The
 maximal ideal m V of Ov consists of those f e k(Y) such that lim f(xi) = 0. It
 may well happen that v is the trivial valuation. In fact, this is clearly the case if

 (xi) is a sequence of k-generic points of Y converging to a k-generic point of Y.
 Since F is a finitely generated extension of k, any valuation v of F which is

 trivial on k has finite rank. Thus, according to the quotient notation of (I.1.4),
 given f, g E F with v(f), v(g) < 0, v(f)/v(g) E [0, oc] is well-defined. The
 following result shows how to compute this "quotient."

 PROPOSITION I.2.1. Let (xi) be a k-valuating sequence in Y, and let v be the

 valuation of F = k(Y) defined by (xi). Let f, g e F be such that v(f) < 0,

 v(g) < 0, i.e. limf(xi) * 0, lim g(xi) = oo. Then in terms of the above quotient
 notation,

 lin. logif(xi)i = v(f)
 i woo 10gig(xi)l v g)

 Proof: If v(f) = 0 then log If(xi) is bounded. Hence the left hand side
 tends to 0. Thus we can assume v(f) < 0. In this case it is enough to show that

 lim logif(xi)i < v(f) i---oo logig(xi)I -

 for the reverse inequality then follows by reversing the roles of f and g. Let r/s

 be a positive rational number (r and s positive integers) such that (v(f)/v(g))
 < (r/s). This means that r v(g) < s * v(f), as we observed in (I.1.4). Thus

 v(gr/fs) = r- v(g) -s * v(f) < 0, i.e. g(xi)r/f(xi)s -- oo as i -- oo. Hence
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 410 J. W. MORGAN AND P. B. SHALEN

 r log I g(xi)| > s log Iftx i) I for large i, and therefore

 lim log If(x i)l -2 r El
 i- Wo loglg(xi)I s

 Next we shall relate the above method of constructing valuations to the

 geometric theory described in I.1. Note that we can regard Y as a model of

 F = k(Y), taking the field K of I.1 to be C. If M is any other model of F, the

 map jM y: Y -* M is well-defined at any k-generic point of Y.

 PROPOSITION I.2.2. Let (xi)i~ o be a valuating sequence in Y. Let M be a
 model for k(Y), and suppose that w = limi jM y(xi) exists in M. Then w is a
 generic point of the subvariety of M associated to the valuation of k(Y) defined

 by (xi).

 Proof. Since M is a model for k(Y), k(M) is identified with k(Y). Let v

 denote the valuation of k(Y) defined by (xi), and W the associated subvariety of
 M. Let X' be a hyperplane section of M not containing w or W. Then

 Z = M - X' is an affine variety. Let f be a function in the affine coordinate ring

 k [Z]. Since f is well-defined on the Zariski-open subset W n Z of W, the

 discussion in (I.1.1) shows that f e mw if and only if f e m; that is, f vanishes

 on the affine subvariety W n Z of Z if and only if lim i f(xi) = 0. Under the
 identification of k(M) with k(Y), we have f(x') = f(xi) where x' = jM y(xi).
 Thus f vanishes on W n Z if and only if lim f(x ') = 0. Since f is well-defined

 on a neighborhood of w, this last condition is equivalent to f(w) = O. It follows

 at once that w is a generic point of the affine variety W n Z, and is therefore a

 generic point of W. El

 COROLLARY I.2.3. Every valuation of k(Y) that is trivial on k is defined by

 a k-valuating sequence in Y.

 Proof. Since k is countable, the inverse system of models of k(Y) is

 countable. Let Y = Mo < M1 < ... be a cofinal sequence in this inverse
 system. For n < n', the map dn n = IM M n Mn is regular, and may
 therefore be regarded as a continuous map between complex varieties in terms of

 the classical topology. Thus we may assign metrics to the compact spaces Mn so

 that the dn nW are distance-decreasing.
 Let Wn denote the subvariety of Mn associated to a given valuation v. Since

 d n, n,(Wn,) = Wn for n < n', we may inductively choose generic points Wn of the

 Wn so that dn+l n(wn+l) = wn, and hence dn",n(Wn,) = Wn for n < nW. Choose a
 generic point z . of Mn within a distance 1/n of Wn. Then the points xi =
 do i(zi) are generic in MO = Y, and by construction we have limi i 0 jM Y(xi) =
 wn for every n ? 0.
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 Since the xi are generic and k(Y) is countable, we may assume after
 passing to a subsequence that (xi) is a valuating sequence, and so defines a

 valuation v', trivial on k. By Proposition I.2.2, the subvariety W,' of Mn
 associated to v' has wn as a k-generic point as does Wn; since Wn and Wn' are
 defined over k, they must therefore be equal. Now using the inverse limit

 description of the abstract Riemann surface of F = k(Y), and the cofinality of

 the sequence (Mn) we conclude that v = v'. F

 For the remainder of this section, V will denote a complex affine variety; k
 will still be a countable subfield of C over which V is defined. We regard V

 concretely as a subvariety of some CN defined by polynomial equations with

 coefficients in k, so that the closure V of V in CpN is a projective variety defined

 over k. Set F = k(V) = k(V). A valuation v of F will be said to be supported at

 infinity if 0V does not contain the affine coordinate ring k [V]. Thus in particular
 v is non-trivial. The next result interprets this condition from two points of view.

 PROPOSITION I.2.4. Let v be a valuation of k(V).

 (1) The subvariety of the model V associated to v is contained in the

 "hyperplane section at infinity," i.e. in V- V, if and only if v is supported at
 infinity.

 (2) If v is defined by a valuating sequence (xi) in V, then v is supported at

 infinity if and only if the sequence xi is unbounded in the affine variety V.

 Proof Let W denote the subvariety of V associated with v. If W ? V - V

 then W nl V is a Zariski-open set on which the functions in k [V] are well-defined

 and finite-valued, so that k [V] c Ov. Conversely, suppose that k [V] c Ov The
 coordinates in CN = V define functions .l, . . , fN E k[V] c F. Let M ? V be a
 model of F on which the fi are globally well-defined functions M -* P1(C). (For
 example we may take M to be the closure in V x (CP)N D V X CN of the image

 of V under the map x -- (x, f1(x), ... , fN(x)).) Then since fJ E 0, by I1.1. we
 have fi E (w, where W' denotes the subvariety of M associated to v. If z is a
 point of the Zariski-open subset of M on which f, ... , fN are well-defined and

 finite-valued then jVM(z) E V; thus W = jv, M(W') ? V - V. This proves the
 first assertion.

 The second assertion is easy, because saying that v is supported at infinity is

 the same as saying that one of the functions f, ... f, which generate k [V], lies

 outside Ov; but f1 O Qv if and only if limi -,fj(xi) = oc, and this will be true
 for some j if and only if xi is unbounded in V. F

 For some applications it will be necessary to use arbitrary unbounded

 sequences (not necessarily sequences of k-generic points) in the complex affine

 variety V to define (in a necessarily non-canonical way) valuations of k(V).
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 Every unbounded sequence in V has an unbounded subsequence (xi)i > 0 such

 that (i) lim i . fx if ) exists in C U { oo } for every fE k[V], and (ii) for any two
 functions f, g E k[V], for which

 lim f(xi) = lim g(xi) = 00, irn logIf(Ix)l

 exists in [0, so]. (The restriction to functions f, g in k [V] is needed to guarantee
 that f(xi) and g(xi) are defined.) A sequence (xi) with properties (i) and (ii) will
 be called a k-pre-valuating sequence. Since k[V] is countable, and since the

 generic points of V are dense, it is clearly possible to choose a sequence (x ')i 2 0
 consisting of generic points, which approximates a given k-pre-valuating se-

 quence (xi) so well that lim i ,ft f(x') = lim if xi ) in C U {o} for every
 fe k[V], and such that

 lim glf(X,) =lim loglf(x1) [I
 i- oo loglg(xi')l i-soC loglg(xi)l

 for all f, g E k [ V ] with lim f(x i) = lim g(x i) = oc. There is a subsequence of
 (x') which is a Evaluating sequence. By virtue of Propositions 1.2.1 and 1.2.4 we

 have proved:

 PROPOSITION I.2.5. Let (xi) be an unbounded k-pre-valuating sequence in

 V. Then there exists a valuation v of F = k(V), supported at infinity, such that

 (a) for all fe k [V], lim f(x i) is finite if and only if v(f ) ? 0;
 (b) for all f e k(V), lim f(xi) = 0 if and only if v(f) > 0; and
 (c) for all f, g E k[X] such that lim f(xi) $ 0 and lim g(xi) = so, we

 have

 lmlogif(xi)l v(f) 3
 i-00 loglg(x)I - v(g)

 where the right hand side is interpreted according to the quotient notation of
 1.1.4. 0

 (1.2.6). A valuation supported at infinity and satisfying conditions (a), (b),

 and (c) of Proposition 1.2.5 will be said to be compatible with the k-pre-valuating
 sequence (xi). Note that in particular, by Propositions 1.2.1 and 1.2.4, the

 valuation defined by a k-valuating sequence (xi) is compatible with (xi).

 1.3. Compactifications through valuations: the complex case

 In this section, V will denote a complex affine algebraic set and Y will

 denote an indexed family (fj)j e J, with countable index set J, of functions which
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 belong to the coordinate ring C[V] and which generate C[V] as a C-algebra. We

 shall construct a compactification of the space V (with its classical topology),

 canonically determined by Y. In the case where V is irreducible we shall show

 how the "ideal points" of this compactification can be described in terms of

 valuations of the function field of V over an appropriate ground field.

 We consider the Cartesian power [0, Do)l as a Hausdorff space with the
 product topology. It is metrizable. This space contains the point 0 ()jO),
 and we may define a closed equivalence relation on the space [0, X) - {O} by

 calling two points equivalent if they are of the form (tj)j,, and (at,),,, for
 some a > 0. The quotient of [0, O. I - f{O} by this equivalence relation is a
 Hausdorff space, a "projectivized" version of [0, xo)', and will be denoted by 9.

 If (tj) je is an element of [0, o.)' - {O}, the point of 9 determined by (tj) win
 be denoted [tj] ("homogeneous coordinates").

 We define a map 0: V -- 9 by

 @(x) = [log(lf(x)l + 2) je

 the "2" in this formula guarantees that the logarithms are all defined and strictly

 positive, so that 0 is well-defined. (We could replace 2 by any constant > 1.)
 The map 0 is clearly continuous.

 PROPOSITION 1.3.1. The closure of 0(V) in 9 is compact and metrizable.

 The proof depends on:

 LEMMA I.3.2. If he . . ., hr are generators of C[V] as a C-algebra, then for
 every f e C[V] there is a constant cf ? 0 such that

 log(lf(x)l + 2) < cf max log(Ihj(x)I + 2)

 for every x E V.

 Proof There is a polynomial P E C[X1,.. ., Xr] such that f =

 P(h 1, . . ., hr). Hence there are positive constants a do where d = (d 1, . . ., dr)
 ranges over a finite set D of r-tuples of non-negative integers such that for every
 x E V we have

 If(x)I + 2 < Zadlhl(x)I . Ihr(X)Id

 < Amaxlhl(x)Idl . Ihr(X)I d,
 deD
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 where A = Zad. Hence, setting b = log A, we have

 /r

 log(lf(x)l + 2) < b + max E diloglhi(x)I)

 < b + max ( dilog(lhi(x)l + 2)
 deDi=

 < Cf max log(lhi(x)l + 2),
 1?i~r

 where Cf= (b/log 2) + maxdEDE. cdi. L1

 Proof of Proposition 1.3.1. We regard V concretely as a subset of some affine

 space CN. This defines coordinate functions g1,... gN on V. Define a positive-

 valued function v onV by v(x) = 2 + maxl<i<rlgi(x)I. Define 0: V-* [O, oo)
 - {O}by

 8(x) = ( log(ltf(x)l + 2))

 Clearly 0 is the composition of 0 with the quotient map [0, oc)' - {} * 9. We
 shall show that the closure of @(V) in [0, oo)J - { 0) is compact; since the image
 of a compact metric space under a map into a Hausdorff space is compact and
 metrizable, this will complete the proof of the proposition.

 Since g1,... gN generate C[V] as a C-algebra, Lemma 1.3.2 gives an
 estimate

 log(lf(x)l + 2) < Cf max log(Igi(x)l + 2)

 =CflogV(X)

 for each f e C[V]; thus for each j E J, (log(lfj(x) I + 2)/log v(x)) is bounded
 as x varies over V. Hence the closure of 0(V) in [0, xo)' is contained in a
 countable product of closed intervals, and is therefore compact. It remains to
 show that this closure does not contain 0.

 For this purpose we select a finite set of functions f',... , f1, where

 . . . 3 jr E J. which generate C[V] as a C-algebra. For 1 < i < N, Lemma 1.3.2
 gives estimates

 log(Igi(x)l + 2) < ci max log(lfjp(x)l + 2),

 where c, = cg,. Setting C = max, < i? Nci, we have

 log v(x) < C max log(lf1,(x)I + 2).
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 Thus for any (z1)je, in the closure of @(V), max1< Pz; ? 1/C; in particular
 0 does not lie in this closure. U

 Now consider an arbitrary locally compact Hausdorff space X. Recall that a

 compactification of X is defined by a pair (X,7q), where X is a compact
 Hausdorff space and q is a homeomorphism of X onto an open, dense subset of

 X. If we are given a Hausdorff space 9,, and a map f: X -* 9 such that f(X) is
 relatively compact, a compactification (X, 7q) may be constructed in the following
 way. Let X' denote the one-point compactification of X, in which X is identified

 with the complement of a point +. Define a map i: X -4 X+X 9 by i(x) =
 (x, f(x)). We take X to be the closure of i(X) in X+X 9,, and we take 'q to be i

 A A

 regarded as a map of X into X. Set B = p-l(+), where p: X -* X+ is the
 projection to the first factor. One sees easily that X = 7q(X) U B (so that 7q(X) is

 A

 open in X) and that q maps X homeomorphically onto q(X). We shall call
 (X, 'q) the compactification of X determined by f. The points of B are called the
 ideal points of the compactification.

 Note that the projection q: X -4 9 maps B homeomorphically onto a
 subset of .@; we shall identify B with the latter subset. We shall also identify X

 with q(X). A sequence (xi) in X converges in X to a point b E B if and only if
 xi tends to infinity in X and f(xi) converges in 9 to b. Note that if (as in the
 application below) X and fM(, and hence also X, are metrizable, this remark
 determines the topology of X = X U B in terms of the topologies of X and B.
 Moreover, in this case, B c 9 may be described as the set of all points of the

 form lime i * f(xi), where (xi) ranges over all sequences tending to infinity in X,
 for which (f( xi)) converges in b'.

 We now return to the study of our complex affine algebraic set V. We

 consider the compactification of V determined by the map 0: V -* g. It is a
 compact, metrizable space V U B, where the set B = B(V) of ideal points may.
 be regarded as a subset of i. Our purpose is to describe B(V), in the case where

 V is a variety, in terms of certain valuations of the function field of V over an

 appropriate ground field.

 Thus we assume until further notice that V is an affine variety.
 Choose a countable field k C C such that V is defined over k, and such that

 the functions in the family Y belong to k [V] and generate k [V] as a k-algebra.
 (This is easy to do since Y is countable and generates C[V] as a C-algebra.) Set
 F = k(V), and let S denote the abstract Riemann surface of F over k. For each

 v E S, the value group Av of v has finite rank; hence if v is non-trivial (for
 example if v is supported at infinity) then Av has a unique minimal (non-zero)

 isolated subgroup Av. Denote by So the set of all v E S such that (a) v is
 supported at infinity, i.e. k[V] ? As, and (b) for each non-zero f e k[V], v(f)
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 is either positive in Av or lies in Av. We endow SO C S with the subspace
 topology.

 Let v E SO be given. Since Atl has rank 1, there is an order-preserving
 monomorphism It: Avj -* R of additive groups, and it is unique up to multiplica-
 tion by a positive constant. A choice of p determines an element

 z = (- (min(O, v(fj)))) je

 of [0, oo)J. (If fj = 0 we interpret min(O, v(fj)) as being 0.) Moreover, z = 0; for
 otherwise we would have fj E Ov for each j; and since the fj generate k [V] as a
 k-algebra, v would not be supported at infinity. Thus z determines a point

 z E- 9. Since It is unique up to multiplication by a positive constant, z depends
 only on v. We shall write z = U(v).

 This yields a well-defined function U: SO -4 9. We shall write

 U(v) = [- p min(O, v(fj)))] je1,

 using homogeneous coordinates and identifying Al with a subgroup of R. We

 shall show that U is continuous in terms of topologies we have assigned to SO and
 9, and that U(SO) = B(V). Moreover, we shall show that SO has a dense subset
 consisting of discrete, rank-i valuations; this will give rise to a dense set of
 particularly nice points in B(V).

 The continuity of U depends on the following result.

 LEMMA 1.3.3. Given f E k(V)*, the set X = {v E SO: v(f) < 0) is open
 in So.

 (Note: It follows easily from the definition of the topology of S that X is

 closed in SO, but this is irrelevant!)

 Proof of the lemma. Let g1, . . ., gN be generators of k [V] as a k-algebra.
 Let v E X be given. Then v(f) is a negative element of Av, and each of the

 v(gi) is either positive or lies in Atv. Hence there is a positive integer p such that
 pv(f) < v(gi) for i = i,...,N. (In fact, if v(gi) < 0 and v(f) E Nj, the
 existence of p follows from the existence of an order-preserving isomorphism
 between Av and a subgroup of R; and in the other cases we can take p = 1.)

 Thus v(gi/fP) ? 0 for 1 < i < N. By the definition of the topology of S, v has a
 neighborhood V in SO such that v'(gi/fP) ? 0, i.e. pv'(f) < v'(gi), for each
 v' e V. But since v' c V C SO is supported at infinity, and since the gi generate
 k[V] as a k-algebra, we must have v'(g ) < 0 for some i < N; hence v'(f) < 0
 for each v' E V, i.e. V C X. This proves that X is open. S
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 THEOREM 1.3.4. The map U: SO -* 9 is continuous.

 Proof. Since the family Y generates k [V] and each v c So is supported at

 infinity, So is the union of the sets Xj = { v E So: v(f) < 0), over all j c J for
 which fj 0 . By Lemma 1.3.3, each X is open in So. Thus it is enough to show
 that UI X1 is continuous for any given j E J. We may think of UIX1 as the

 composition of the map t7j: X1 [0, ), - {o}, defined by

 j v (fi ) ) i EJ-

 with the quotient map [0, Xf)] - {0} -- 9p. To prove the theorem we need only

 prove that (j is continuous, or equivalently that each non-negative real-valued
 function

 min(O, v(f))
 ac': v > I vf)

 is continuous on X .

 To prove continuity it is enough to show that for any positive integers p and

 q, a-j'(p/q, so) and a '(0, p/q) are open in X1 For v c X1 we have ac(v)>

 p/q if and only if q min(O, v(fi)) < pv(fj); since v(fj) < 0 this is equivalent to
 qv(fi) < pv(fj), or to j(fi/f1P) > 0. Thus ai-j((p/q), x) consists of all v c X
 satisfying this last inequality, and is therefore open in Xi by virtue of Lemma
 1.3.3. Similarly, a-'(O, (p/q)) consists of all v E X1 satisfying v(fjP/fi)> 0,
 and is therefore also open in X1 by Lemma 1.3.3. E

 Our next goal is to prove that U(S0) = B(V). Given v E S, let 0 = A0 C
 C r = A be the isolated subgroups of A = Av, and let s < r be the least

 integer such that for every non-zero f E k[V] either v(f) > 0 or v(f) GE As. If
 v is supported at infinity we have s > 0, and we can define a new valuation of F

 by composing v with the natural epimorphism A -- A/A -1, where A/As - 1 is
 given the order induced from that of A. This new valuation, which is defined

 whenever v E S is supported at infinity, will be denoted v-. Note that v- E So.

 (The minimal isolated subgroup of A/A8 1 is As/As 1s) Note also that (9, D 0v
 and that v- = v if v E So.

 The proof that U(S ) = B(V) will be based on the following result, which is
 strong enough for other, later applications.

 LEMMA 1.3.5. Let (xi)i2 0 be an unbounded k-pre-valuating sequence in V,
 and let v be a valuation of F = k(V) supported at infinity and compatible (1.2.6)

 with (xi). Then lim i 06(xi) = U(vi).
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 Proof Since v- is supported at infinity and the family Y generates k[ V] as a

 k-algebra, there is an index jo E J such that v-(fo) < 0, where fo = fjo In
 particular v(fo) < 0, so that limfo(xi) = cx. Define a sequence (yi)i 0 in
 [0, oo)' -{0} by

 = 1og(ifJ(xi)l + 2))

 Yi \ log(Jf0(xi)J + 2) jc

 and set

 ( min(O, V5(f1))

 V ( fo ) j E)

 where we identify Al' with a subgroup of R. Then y, yi E [0, oo)' - {O} project
 to U(v-), O(xi) Ec 9, and to prove the lemma it is enough to prove that lim yi = y
 in [0, oX)'. Thus we wish to show that

 i log(1f1(xi)j + 2) ( 15(fj)
 (*) ~~~~i-o'o log(Jf0(xi)J + 2) =Vax~ (f))

 for every j c J.

 Set f = fj. If lim i (xi) is finite then the left hand side of (*) is clearly 0;
 on the other hand, in this case, since v is compatible with (xi), we have
 v(f) ? 0 and hence v5(f) ? 0, SO that the right hand side is zero as well. If

 lim f(xi) = so, then v(f) < 0 and hence v-(f) < 0. Thus the right-hand side of
 (*) is equal to v-(f)/1v-(f0). The left-hand side of (*) is equal to
 limi yX(loglf(xi)l/loglfo(xi)l), the numerator and denominator of this last
 expression being well-defined and positive for sufficiently large i. But since v is

 compatible (see 1.2.6) with (xi), this limit is v(f)/v(f0) in terms of the quotient
 notation of (1.1.4). It follows from the definition of the quotient notation and the

 definition of v- that the latter expression is indeed equal to v-(f)/1v-(f0). E

 THEOREM I.3.6. The set B(V) C 9 is equal to U(S0).

 Proof By the direct description of B = B(V) given above, any point of B

 has the form lim i y (xi), where x i -x in V. After replacing (xi) by a
 subsequence we may assume that it is a k-pre-valuating sequence and then by
 Proposition 1.2.5 there is a valuation v, supported at infinity, compatible with
 (xi). By Lemma 1.3.5 we have b = U(v-), and this proves that B C U(S0).
 Conversely, given v C SO (so that v- = v), by Corollary 1.2.3 there is a k-valuat-
 ing sequence (xi) defining v; in particular, v is compatible with (xi), and by

 Lemma 1.3.5 we have U(v) = U(1-) = lim i 0O(xi).But xi -x czin V as i -> ,
 by Proposition 1.2.4. Thus U(v) E B, and this proves that U(SO) C B. E
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 Our next theorem asserts that B(V) contains a dense subset consisting of

 especially nice points. Let us call a point of 2 integral if it has the form [j] j EJ

 where qj E Z for every j E J.

 THEOREM I.3.7. There is a dense subset of SO consisting of discrete, rank-i
 valuations. The image of this set under U is a dense subset of B(V) consisting of
 integral points.

 Proof The second assertion follows immediately from the first, together

 with Theorems I.3.4 and I.3.6 and the observation that U maps any discrete

 rank-i valuation to an integral point. To prove the first assertion, let v E So be
 given and let V0 be a neighborhood of v in So. Then V0 = V n So, where V is a
 neighborhood of v in S. Since S has the inverse limit topology, there is a model

 M of F, such that if W denotes the subvariety of M associated to v, then V

 contains the inverse image under the natural map S -- M of a Zariski neighbor-
 hood VM of W in M. As in Section 2, let V denote a fixed projective completion

 of V defined over k. Then by replacing M by a model that dominates M and V

 -such a model exists by the definition of an inverse system-we may assume

 that M ? V.

 Now since v e So, v is in particular supported at infinity, and by Proposi-
 tion 1.2.4, the subvariety j5 M( W) of V associated to v is contained in the
 hyperplane section at infinity, -Xe= V-V. Thus W C jv1(X) Since jV M is
 surjective and the irreducible components of -X have codimension 1 in V, the
 irreducible components of j' M(JX') have codimension 1 in M. Let D be an

 irreducible component of j&'M( a) containing W.
 We observed in (1.1.1) that every subvariety of M is associated to some

 valuation; let D be associated to v' E S. Since D has codimension 1 in M,

 Proposition 1.1.2 implies that v' is a discrete, rank-i valuation. Since the

 subvariety jv M(D) of V associated to v' is contained in JXI, Proposition 1.2.4
 implies that v' is supported at infinity. It is immediate from the definition of So
 that any rank-i valuation in S supported at infinity belongs to So. Thus v' E So.

 On the other hand, the definition of the Zariski topology on M shows that

 W belongs to the closure of the point D. Thus D E VM and hence v' E V. It

 now follows that the discrete, rank-1 valuation v' belongs to the neighborhood V0
 of v in S0, and the density assertion is established. E

 The last three theorems depended on the assumption that V was irreducible.
 This was needed to guarantee that k[V] is an integral domain and thus that the

 quotient field k(V), whose valuations we have been considering, exists.

 We now drop the assumption of irreducibility. Let V1, . . ., V, denote the
 irreducible components of V. We can write B(V) = U>=1B(Vj). Since the
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 restrictions of the functions in the family Y to Vi generate C[Vi] as a C-algebra,
 it follows from Theorem 1.3.7 and the definition of the map 6 that B(Vj) has a

 dense subset consisting of integral points, and hence so does B(V). Thus we have
 proved the following corollary to Theorem 1.3.7.

 COROLLARY I.3.8. In the general case where V is not necessarily irreducible,

 B(V) has a dense subset consisting of integral points. E

 1.4. Compactifications through valuations: The real case

 We begin by reviewing some easy facts about real algebraic sets. If Z is a

 real algebraic set in RNor RPN, we shall denote by Zc the complexification of Z,
 i.e. the smallest complex algebraic set in CN or CpN containing Z. On the other

 hand, if V is a complex algebraic set in CN or CPN, defined over R, we shall

 denote by VR the set of real points of V; clearly VR is a real algebraic set. We

 have (ZC)R = Z for any real algebraic set Z, and (VR)c C V for any complex

 algebraic set V. Furthermore, C[Zc] is canonically isomorphic to C ? R[Z] for
 any real algebraic set Z.

 If V is an n-dimensional complex algebraic variety defined over R then its

 singular set E(V) is a proper algebraic subset, also defined over R. The set
 V - l(V) of smooth points of V is an n-dimensional complex manifold, whose
 real points, VR - E(V)R, form a (possibly empty) smooth (real) n-manifold. By
 an easy induction on dimension, it follows that VR is a union of finitely many
 smooth manifolds of dimension < n. These have the form XR - E(X)R, where
 X ranges over a finite set of subvarieties of V defined over R.

 If Z is an irreducible real algebraic set then Zc is a complex algebraic
 variety. We shall write l(Z) for the set (E(ZC))R C Z. It follows from the
 definition of Zc that l(Z) $ Z, so that the smooth manifold Z - l(Z) is
 non-empty. Furthermore, since Z - L(Z) is a difference of two real algebraic

 sets, according to [Mi, Theorem 2.4] (a result due to Whitney), Z - E(Z) has

 only finitely many connected components. In many examples Z - E(Z) is dense
 in Z. An example where this is not the case is the "Whitney umbrella"

 Z = {(x, y, z) E R3: z2 = Xy2}; in this example, the interior of E(Z) relative to
 Z is the negative x-axis.

 Now let Z be a real affine algebraic set and let Y= (fj)j, eE be a countable
 family of functions in R[Z] which generate R[Z] as an R-algebra. Then Y also

 generates C[Zc] as a C-algebra. As in Section 3 we can define a metrizable
 compactification Zc = ZC U B(Zc) of Zc. The closure of Z C Zc in Zc is a
 metrizable compactification Z of Z. An explicit description of Z may be given in

 direct analogy with the explicit description of ZC from Section 3: There is a map

 0: Z -- 9 (9 being defined as in ? 3) given by 0(x) = [log(jfj(x)I + 2)])jEJ and
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 we set

 B = B(Z)= lim O(xi): xi - o inZ
 -d00

 then Z is set-theoretically a disjoint union Z U B, with a sequence (xi) in Z

 converging to b E B if and only if O(xi) converges to b in 9 and xi tends to
 infinity in Z.

 The main goal of this section is to prove the analogue of Corollary 1.3.8,

 namely that B(Z) c 9 has a dense subset consisting of integral points. Actually

 we shall prove a slightly stronger result that will be needed in Chapter III,

 namely that for each connected component ZO of Z (in the classical topology),
 the set B(ZO) = ZO n B(Z), where ZO denotes the closure of ZO in Z. has a
 dense subset consisting of integral points. (Note that by [Mi, Theorem 2.4], Z

 has only finitely many connected components. However, in contrast to the

 complex case, these may not be algebraic sets.)

 Until further notice we shall assume that Z is irreducible as a real affine

 algebraic set, so that Zc is a complex affine variety. Let k be a countable subfield
 of R such that Ywc k[Z] and Y generates k[Z] = k[Zc] as a k-algebra. Since
 ZC is defined over R. we may choose k so that Zc is defined over k. It follows
 that the real algebraic set Z is defined over k.

 Let C denote any fixed connected component of the closure of Z - E(Z)

 relative to Z. We let C denote the closure of C in Z, and we consider the set
 B(C) = B(Z) n C. We shall give a valuation-theoretic description of B(C)

 similar to the valuation-theoretic description of B(V), V a complex affine variety,

 given in Section 3. This will be based on the theory presented in Section 3,

 applied to the complex affine variety V = Zc.
 In Section 3 we defined a subset SO of the abstract Riemann surface of

 F = k(V) over k, and a map U: SO -- 9 whose image was shown (Theorem
 1.3.6) to be B(V). We shall define a particular subset S(c of SO such that
 U(Sc) = B(C). If (xi) 0 is a k-valuating sequence tending to infinity in C, then
 by Section 2, (xi) defines a valuation v of F, trivial on k, and by Proposition
 1.2.4, v is supported at infinity. As in Section 3, v determines a valuation v- E SO.
 We define S cC SO to be the set of all valuations v- where v ranges over all
 valuations defined by Evaluating sequences in C tending to infinity.

 The proof that U(Soc) = B(C) will depend on:

 LEMMA 1.4.1. Let X be a complex (affine or projective) algebraic variety
 defined over a given countable subfield k of R. Then the k-generic points of X

 that lie in XR form a dense subset of XR - E(X)R.

 Proof. Set n = dim X. Since X is defined over k, the proper algebraic

 subset E(X) is also defined over k and hence contains no k-generic points of X.
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 Thus the set of k-generic points of X lying in XR is indeed a subset of
 X R - E(X) R' and it remains to show that this subset is dense. We shall prove
 this by showing that the non-generic points of X in the smooth n-manifold
 XR - E(XR) form a set of measure zero. Since X has only countably many
 proper subvarieties defined over k, it is enough to show that if Y is any proper
 k-subvariety of X then YR nl (XR - E(X)R) has measure zero in XR - E(X)R.
 But Y must have dimension < n, and hence YR is a finite union of smooth
 manifolds of dimension < n. Each of these manifolds has measure 0 in the
 n-manifold XR - E(X)R.

 Let us return to the study of our real algebraic set Z; recall that V = Zc
 We can now prove:

 PROPOSITION 1.4.2. U(Soc) = B(C).

 Proof Any element of S c has the form v-, where v E S is defined by a
 k-valuating sequence (xi)i2 0 tending to infinity in C. By Lemma 1.3.5, we have
 limi ,(xi) = U(13), where the limit is taken in 9. In terms of the compactifi-
 cation V = V U B(V), this means that U(v-) E B(V) and that U(v-) = lim 0 x.
 Since the xi are in C it follows that U(v-) E B(C), and we have shown that
 U(Sc) C B(C).

 Now suppose that b E B(C) is given. Then b is the limit in V of a sequence
 (xi)i 2 of points of C. Since V is metrizable (? 3), and since, by Lemma 1.4.1, C

 has a dense subset consisting of k-generic points of V, we may take the xi to be
 k-generic. After passing to a subsequence we may assume that limi j.f(xi)
 exists in C U {x } for each function f in the countable field F. Thus by
 definition (xi) is a k-valuating sequence, and defines a valuation v of F. By
 definition we have 1- E Soc. The condition lim xx = bin the space V becomes
 limi ,fl(xi) = b in the space 9. Again, using Lemma 1.3.5, we conclude that
 U(v-) = b. This proves that B(C) C U(Soc). [21

 The next step is to prove that Soc (which as a subset of S has a natural
 topology) has a dense subset consisting of discrete, rank-i valuations. This
 depends on the following version of Hironaka's theorem [H] on the resolution of
 singularities. Let X be a complex projective variety, and let A C X be an
 algebraic subset. Then there exist a complex projective variety M and a birational

 map j: M -- X which is regular and such that (a) M is smooth and (b) the
 irreducible components of j-'(A) are smooth codimension-1 subvarieties of M
 intersecting transversally. Moreover, if X and A are defined over a field k C C
 then M and j may be taken to be defined over k.

 If X and A C X are defined over R, then we can choose M and j: M -* X

 also to be defined over R. Let D = j -'(A). It is a divisor with normal crossings
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 defined over R. We restrict attention to the real points: DR C MR. For any

 x E DR there are local C'-coordinates (u,.. ., Un) for MR near x in which DR
 is given by u1. U , , AUk = 0.

 Let E be a connected component of MR - DR. Suppose that D =

 D1 U ... U Dk where each Di is a (smooth) irreducible variety.

 LEMMA 1.4.3. With the notation as above, if the closure E of E in MR

 contains a point of (Di)R R then E contains a generic point of Di.

 Proof. It follows easily from the local description of DR in MR that if

 E n(Di)R * 0, then E contains a non-empty open subset (in the classical

 topology) of (Di)R. By Lemma I.4.1, it follows that E contains a point of (DO)R
 which is a k-generic point of Di. [a

 Returning to the study of our set SOI we can now prove the analogue of
 Theorem I.3.7:

 THEOREM I.4.4. There is a dense subset of SO consisting of discrete, rank-i
 valuations. The image of this set under U is a dense subset of B(C) consisting of

 integral points.

 Proof. The second assertion follows immediately from the first, together

 with Theorem I.3.4 and Proposition I.4.2 and the obvious fact that U maps

 discrete, rank-i valuations to integral points.

 To prove the first assertion, let w E Soc be given and let Voc be a
 neighborhood of w in Soc. Then Voc = V nl Soc, where V is a neighborhood of w
 in S.

 The space S is the inverse limit of the inverse system of topological spaces

 corresponding to projective models of F. One of these models is the closure V in

 CPN of V c CN. Set X= V - V. By the definition of an inverse system, the

 models M ? V form a cofinal subset of this system. By the above version of

 Hironaka's theorem, the models M ? V such that M is smooth and j " (XI) is a
 union of smooth, codimension-I subvarieties of M intersecting transversally, form

 a (smaller) cofinal subset. Let us call these models good. We may regard S as the

 inverse limit of the good models of F.

 Since S has the inverse limit topology, there is a good model M of F, such

 that if W denotes the subvariety of M associated to w, then V contains the

 inverse image under the natural map S -- M of a Zariski neighborhood VM of W
 in M. Since w E SOC, w is in particular supported at infinity, and by Proposition
 I.2.4, the subvariety jvM(W) of V associated to w is contained in X. Thus

 W C ~j-'M(A9) = D, say. The irreducible components D1,..., D, of D are
 smooth codimension-I subvarieties of M intersecting transversally; we may index

 them so that W c D1.
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 The definition of the Zariski topology on M shows that W belongs to the

 closure of the point D1. Thus D1 E VM. We shall show that D1 is associated to a

 discrete rank-i valuation v1 E S'. Since D1 E VY we will then have v1 E V and
 therefore v1 E Vof, and the density assertion will be established.

 To construct v1 E S(C, first note that since w E S(C, we have w = v-, where

 v is defined by a Evaluating sequence (xi)i 0 in C. Since the xi are k-generic,
 they cannot be points of indeterminacy of the rational map jM - = jVj'. Thus
 Xi' = IA V(xi) is a well-defined point of M for each i > 0. Clearly the x' are
 k-generic and thus (xi') is a Evaluating sequence in M and defines the valuation

 v of F = k(M). Moreover, since V, M, and jm V are defined over k C R, and
 since C c Z = VR, the x' lie in MR.

 Since MR -DR has only finitely many connected components [Mi, Theo-

 rem 2.4], we can assume, after passing to a subsequence, that all the x' lie in a

 single connected component E of MR - DR. We claim that jv M((E) C C.
 Certainly, jiv M(E) is a connected subset of Z = VR. Since E is an open subset
 of the smooth variety MR, Lemma 1.4.1 implies that E has a dense subset

 consisting of k-generic points of M. Because of this, and the fact that jv M sends
 k-generic points to k-generic points, jv, M(E) has a dense subset consisting of
 k-generic points of V. Invoking Lemma 1.4.1 again, we see that jv M(E) is a

 subset of the closure of Z - l(Z) in Z. Since it is connected, it lies in a

 connected component of this closure. Because x1 E E and jv M(x') = x1 E C,
 this connected component can be none other than C.

 After passing to a further subsequence we may assume that (xi') converges

 in M. By Proposition 1.2.2, xX = lim x' is a generic point of the subvariety Y of

 M associated to v. But the definition of v- gives Q9 C C95 = d and hence by
 Proposition 1.1.3 we have Y C W C D1. In particular D1 contains a point of the

 closure of E, a component of MR - DR. By Lemma 1.4.3, there is a k-generic

 point d of D1 in the closure of E. Since M is smooth, it follows from Lemma

 1.4.1 that there is a sequence (yi)i 0 of k-generic points of M lying in E and
 converging to d. After passing to a subsequence we may assume that (yi') is a
 Evaluating sequence in the projective variety M. Let v1 denote the valuation of

 F = k(M) defined by (yi').
 Clearly D1 is the only subvariety of M defined over k and having d as a

 k-generic point. Hence by Proposition 1.2.2, D1 is indeed the subvariety of M
 associated to v 1 By Proposition 1.1.2, v1 is a discrete, rank-i valuation. It

 remains to show that v1 E SC. But it is clear that the sequence (yi) i0, where

 yi = jV, M(y') is a k-valuating sequence in V and also defines the valuation v
 Furthermore, yi ( C since jivM(E) C C, and v1 = 1 since v1 has rank 1. Thus
 by the definition of S(C we have vl E S(C as required. [-1
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 We now drop the assumption that the real affine algebraic set Z is

 irreducible. Our final result, promised at the beginning of this section, is a joint

 corollary to Theorem 1.4.4 and Proposition 1.4.2.

 COROLLARY 1.4.5. For each connected component ZO of the real affine
 algebraic set Z, B(ZO) C 9 has a dense subset consisting of integral points.

 Proof. Write Z as U - ,(Xi - (Xi)), where X1,..., Xr are irreducible
 real-algebraic subsets of Z. We have observed that the sets Xi - E(Xi) have only
 finitely many components. Thus we may write Z0 = UsLCj, where each Cj is a
 connected component of one of the sets Xi - E(Xi). Since the functions in the
 family Y generate R{Z] as an R-algebra, their restrictions to each Xi generate
 R[Xi] as an R-algebra. Hence we may apply Theorem 1.4.4 to the closure C. of
 each C1 in Z and conclude that B(Cj) has a dense subset consisting of integral
 points. It follows that B(Z0) = Us=1B(Cj) also has such a subset.

 II. Trees

 An ordinary tree T is a 1-connected simplicial 1-complex. The vertices of T

 form a metric space, with integer-valued distance function, in a natural way. In

 Section 1 we study a more general kind of tree in which the "distance function"

 takes values in an ordered abelian group. In Section 2 we study "isometries" of

 such trees. In Section 3 we show how a representation of a group F in SL2(F), F

 a field with a valuation, gives rise to an action of I on a tree. In Section 4 this is

 combined with the theory of Chapter I to study a natural compactification of the

 space of characters of representations of I in SL2(C), in which the ideal points

 are described in terms of actions of F on trees.

 11.1. The basics

 In [Chi], [AM], a study is made of "generalized trees": These are metric

 spaces in which any two points are joined by a unique topological arc, and every

 topological arc is isometric to an interval in R. These play a crucial role in the

 present work, but it is most convenient to embed the theory of such "trees" in a

 still more general theory involving "metric spaces" in which the "distance

 function" takes values in an arbitrary ordered abelian group A; among such

 spaces we shall define a special class called A-trees. The main results of this

 section are that an R-tree is the same as a "generalized tree" in the above sense

 (Proposition 11.1.13), and that a A-tree, where A is a subgroup of R, can be
 embedded in a R-tree in a natural way (Theorem 11.1.9). In the course of proving
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 the latter result we shall interpret Z-trees as being essentially "ordinary trees," i.e

 1-connected simplicial 1-complexes.

 Let A be an ordered abelian group. By a A-metric space we mean a pair

 (X, d), where X is a set and d is a function on X x X taking non-negative

 values in A, and satisfying (i) d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y, (ii) d(x, y) =

 d(y, x), and (iii) d(x, z) < d(x, y) + d(y, z), for arbitrary x, y, z E X. We shall
 often write (X, d) simply as X. An isometry between A-metric spaces X and X'

 is a bijection ju: X -- X' such that d(Mu(x), ju(y)) = d(x, y), x, y E X. A subset
 Y of a A-metric space X will be understood to be a A-metric space by restricting

 the "distance function" d: X x X -- A to Y x Y.

 We shall regard A as a A-metric space by defining d(x, y) =x - yI for
 x, y e A, where IXI = max(X, - X) for X e A. One sees easily that any isome-
 try between subsets of A is the restriction of a translation X A X + X, 5 e A,
 or a reflection X A - X , Ao E A. Note that a reflection need not have a fixed
 point, since A may contain elements not divisible by 2. A reflection with no fixed

 point will be called a phantom refection.

 A closed interval in A is a subset [X1,X 2] = {X : XA < X < X2 }, where

 X1 < X2 E A. The length of the closed interval [IX, X2] is defined to be
 2 - x1. More generally, by an interval in A we will mean a subset I of A such
 that, whenever a, b E A and a < b, we have [a, b] C A. An endpoint of an
 interval I is a greatest or least element of I; an interval has two end points if and

 only if it is closed.

 In any A-metric space X we define a (closed) segment to be a subset which

 is isometric to a (closed) interval in A. Any segment in A is an interval. A

 specific isometry of a (closed) interval in A onto a subset of X will be called a

 parametrized (closed) segment. The parametrization of a segment in a A-metric

 space X is obviously unique up to pre-composition with a translation or reflection

 in A. In particular, a segment in X has a well-defined set of (at most two)

 endpoints. The distance between the two endpoints of a closed segment in X is

 equal to the length of any parametrizing segment, and will be called the length

 of the given segment in X. If ju: I -1 X is a parametrized segment, the segment
 ju(I) will be denoted by I 1 A A-metric space X will be said to be uniquely
 connected by segments if any two points of X are the endpoints of a unique

 closed segment.

 LEMMA 11.1.1. Let X be a A-metric space which is uniquely connected by

 segments, and let A 1 and A2 be closed segments in X with a common endpoint x.

 Then Al n A 2 is a segment having x as an endpoint. Moreover, if li denotes the
 length of Ai and if ,ui : [0, li] -- X is the parametrization of Ai starting at x, then
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 there is an interval I c [0, min(l1, 12)] with t'lI = M21I and Mi(I) = A1 n A2.
 Finally, if A = R, then I is a closed interval.

 Proof We define I to be the set of all X E [0, min(l, 12)] for which

 t'1(X) = A2(X). The hypothesis that X is uniquely connected by segments
 implies at once that I is an interval containing 0. Since Iii(X) is the unique point
 of Ai whose distance from x is X we have M'(I) = 112(I) = A1 f A2. The last
 assertion follows from the fact that in an ordinary metric space an intersection of

 compact sets is compact. F

 (II.1.2). By a A-tree we mean a A-metric space (T, d) satisfying the

 following conditions:

 (i) T is uniquely connected by segments;

 (ii) if two closed segments in T have a common endpoint then their

 intersection is a closed segment; and

 (iii) if a < c < b E A, and if : [a, b]a T is a map such that 1l[a, c] and

 L [c, b] are parametrized segments and tL([a, c]) n ,t([c, b]) = { t(c)}, then yt is
 a parametrized segment.

 Remark II.1.3. By Lemma II1.1., Condition (ii) is superfluous for A = R.

 Remark II.1.4. To check Condition (iii) for a given T, it is enough to check

 the following condition:

 (iii') Under the hypotheses of Condition (iii) we have d(,u(a), ,u(b))=

 b - a.

 In fact, if (iii') holds, then under the hypotheses of (iii), given a' e [a, c]

 and b' e [c, b], we may apply (iii') with a, b and f replaced by a', b', and
 A I [[a ', b'], to conclude that d (tL (a '), t4b')) = b'-a '; it follows at once that yt is
 a parametrized segment.

 We need some general machinery to establish the main results of this

 section, Theorem II.1.9 and Proposition II.1.13. By a broken segment in a

 A-metric space X we shall mean a map y: [a, b] -- X, where a < b e A, such
 that there exist X0, ...., Xn E A with a = X0 < ? .. < _n = b, and yl[Xi-1, XS]
 is a parametrized segment for 1 < i < n. By the triangle inequality we have

 d(y(s), y(t)) < Is - tl for s, t E [a, b]; in particular d(y(a), y(b)) < b - a.

 PROPOSITION II.1.5. Let x and y be points of a A-tree T. let y: [a, b] -- T
 (a < b e A) be a broken segment from x to y. Set X = d(x, y), and let ,t:
 [0, X ] -- T be the parametrized segment from x to y. Then y([a, b]) D I1LI.
 Furthermore, if a = 0 then d(,u(t), y(t)) < b - X for every t < X. Finally, if y

 is 1-1 then y is a parametrized segment.
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 Proof We may assume that a = 0 and that b > 0. Then there exist

 X0,...,Xn E A, with n > O, such that O= X0 < < XA = b, and
 -y I [X 1, i- ] is a parametrized segment for 1 < i < n. If n = 1, all the assertions
 are trivial. We shall prove them by induction on n. The last assertion is easiest: If

 y is 1-1, then by the induction hypothesis, yl[XO, X,,-] is a parametrized
 segment. Since y([ X 0 A n - 1]) n y([ X n - 1, A nX) = { 7(X ) n - 1) } it follows from
 Condition (iii) of 11.1.2 that y is a parametrized segment.

 In proving the first assertion, we shall set c = X and z = -y(c). We shall

 apply the induction hypothesis to the broken interval y I [0, c]: [0, c] T, with
 y(O) = x, y(c) = z. Set 1l = d(x, z), 12 = d(z, y) = b-c, 1 = 11 + 12 > X. Let

 [1: [0, 11] -4 T be the parametrized segment from x to z. Then by the induction
 hypothesis we have I [ C y([O, c]). Let I2: [0,121 T be the parametrized
 segment from z to y; thus M2(t) = y(t + c) for every t E [0, 12].

 Consider the parametrized segment [q [0, l1] - T defined by ft (t) =
 1(1 -t). By Condition (ii) in Definition 11.1.2 and Lemma 11.1.1, we have

 1IPW n IP21 = IPt I n 1t21 = - ([,a]) = 2([0,a])

 for some a < min(11, 12) and It and 2 agree on [0, a]. In particular,
 A1(1 - a)) = {t2(a)} = ([0,1 - a]) n It2([a, 12]). Hence if we define

 [to: [0, 1 - 2a] - T by io(t) = tt1(t) (O < t < 11 - a), [to(t) = ft2(t - 11 + 2a)
 (11 - a < t < 1 - 2a), then by Condition (iii') of Remark 11.1.4, It is a
 parametrized segment. Thus 1 - 2a = X and pu = t. Hence,

 II C (I 1xI U I'21) C Y([0, C]) U 1I21 = -y'0, c]) U y([c, b]) = y([0, b]).

 This proves the first assertion of the proposition.

 To prove the second assertion, we retain all the same notation and observe

 that for 0 < t < 11, the induction hypothesis gives d(t1(t), -y(t)) < c-11 =
 b - 1 < b - X. Since A = A agrees with fI on [0, 11 - a], this shows that
 d(f(t),y(t)) < b - X for t < 11 - a. For 11 - a < t < 1- 2a we have p(t) =
 2(t - 11 + 2a), -y(t) = JU2(t - c). Since M2 is an isometry onto its image,
 we get

 d(M(t),y(t)) = [c-11 + 2aj = lb - l + 2al = b-X. [1

 COROLLARY II.1.6. Let A: [0,1] -- T, At': [0, 1'] -- T be parametrized seg-

 ments in a A-tree T, with 1 < 1'. Set x = M(O), y = M(l), x' = tL'(0), y' = [t'(1)
 Then for every t E [0, 1] we have

 d(M(t), M'(t)) < 1' - 1 + d(y', y) + 2d(x', x).

 Proof Set a = d(x',x), 3 = d(y',y), and define a broken segment y:

 [0, a + P' + /3] -> T by stipulating that y(O) = x, y(a) = x', y(a + 1') = y'
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 y(a + 1' + /3) = y, and that yI[O,,a], yI[ a, a + 1'], and yI[a + l',a + 1' + /3]
 are parametrized segments. In particular y(t) = t'(t - a) for a < t < a + 1'.
 Hence for 0 < t < 1 we have

 d(,(t ), I'(t )) = d(A(t), y(t + a)) < d(A(t), y(t)) + d(y(t), y(t + a)).

 The second term of the latter expression is < a since y is a broken segment. The

 first term is < (a + 1' + ) -1 by Proposition II.1.5. Hence d(Mt(t), '(t)) <

 l'-l ?+ 3+ 2a. F

 COROLLARY II.1.7. For i = 1,2, let Ai be a closed segment in a A-tree T
 with endpoints xi and yi and length li. Suppose that 11 > d(x1, x2) + d(y1, Y2).
 Then A1 n A2 contains a non-degenerate closed segment (i.e. a closed segment

 with distinct endpoints).

 Proof. Let B (resp. C) denote the closed segment with endpoints x1 and x2

 (resp. y1 and Y2). Set 1 = d(x1, x2) + 12 + d(y2, yj). Then there is a broken
 segment y: [0, 1] -* T with y(O) = x1, y(l) = yl, and y([O, 1]) = B U A2 U C.
 Hence by Proposition II. 1.5, A1 c B u A 2 u C. Thus A 1 n A 2 contains the

 complement in A1 of the union of the two sets A1 n B and A1 n C; by

 Condition (ii) of II.1.2, these sets are closed segments, containing x1 and y1

 respectively, and their respective lengths are at most d(x1, x2) and d( y1, Y2).
 Since d(x1, x2) + d(y1, Y2) < 11, it follows that A1 n A2 contains a non-degen-
 erate closed segment. 2

 COROLLARY II.1.8. If y: [a, b] T is a broken segment in a A-tree T and if
 d(y(a), y(b)) = b - a, then y is a parametrized segment.

 Proof. We may assume that a = 0. and then the second assertion of

 Proposition II.1.5 shows that y = [. F

 If A is a subgroup of R then any A-metric space, and in particular any

 A-tree T. may be regarded as an ordinary metric space. Thus it makes sense to
 speak of embedding T isometrically in another metric space, for example in an
 R-tree.

 THEOREM II.1.9. Let A be a subgroup of R. Then every A-tree T can be

 embedded isometrically in an R-tree TR. Moreover, TR may be chosen so that
 (a) TR is a complete metric space, and (b) the union of all closed segments in TR

 with endpoints in T is a dense subset of TR. The R-tree TR containing T and

 satisfying (a) and (b) is unique, in the sense that if TR and TR are two such

 R-trees then the identity map of T extends uniquely to an isometry between TR

 and TA. If A is dense in R then T is dense in TR. If A is discrete and generated
 by 1 > 0. then TR may be identified homeomorphically with a (geometric)
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 1-connected simplicial 1-complex whose 0-skeleton is T and each edge of TR is

 then a closed segment of length 1.

 Proof If A = 0 then T is a point and we can take TR = T. Uniqueness is

 obvious. There remain the cases that (I) A - Z and (II) A is dense in R.

 In case I we may assume A = Z. We can regard T as an abstract simplicial

 1-complex by defining 1-simplices to be pairs { x, y } with x, y c T and d(x, y)

 = 1. The edge-paths in this complex are in 1-1 correspondence with the broken

 segments in T. Since by Proposition II.1.5 a broken segment is a one-to-one map

 if and only if it is a parametrized segment, it follows by Condition (i) of 11.1.2

 that there is a unique one-to-one edge-path between any two points of T. Thus T

 is 1-connected. Let TR denote the geometric realization of T. We may identify

 each edge of TR with the unit interval in R by an affine isomorphism; thus each

 simplicial arc in TR has a well-defined length. We define the distance between

 two points of TR to be the length of the unique simplicial arc joining them. In

 terms of this metric it is very easy to check that TR is an R-tree and satisfies (a)

 and (b).

 To prove uniqueness in this case, let (T', d') be an R-tree containing T and

 satisfying (a) and (b). By property (b) of TR and condition (i) in the definition of

 a tree, there is at most one isometry from TR to T' extending the identity.

 Define a map 4: TR -* TA by defining kI T to be the identity and extending 4
 to map each edge of the complex TR isometrically onto the segment between its

 endpoints. We must show that 4 is an isometry of TR onto T'. Since TR satisfies
 (a) and T' satisfies (b), we need only show that 4 is an isometry onto its image,

 or, what is the same thing, that the restriction of 4 to each closed segment A in

 TR with endpoints in T is an isometric embedding. But A may be identified

 isometrically with an interval [0, n] c R. and then y = k IA is a broken segment.
 Moreover, d(y(O), y(n)) = n since k IT is an isometry. Hence by Corollary

 II.1.8, y is a parametrized segment; i.e. kIA is an isometry. This completes the
 proof in case I.

 In case II we define TR to be completion of the metric space T. Then there

 is a natural isometric embedding of T in TR, and properties (a) and (b) are

 immediate. To prove the existence assertion in this case, it remains to show that

 TR is an R-tree. By Remarks II.1.3 and II.1.4, we need only check conditions (i)

 and (iii').

 To check (i) we must first show that for any points x, y C TR there is a
 closed segment in TR having endpoints x and y. This is easy if x, y c T: We set

 1 = d(x, y), and let li: [0, 1] n A -- T denote the parametrized segment in T
 from x to y. Then 1i is an isometric embedding and hence extends to an
 isometric embedding of the completion [0, 1] of [0, 1] n A in TR. Now let
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 X, y E TR be arbitrary. Choose sequences (xi) i ? 0 and ( i) i ? 0 in T, converging
 to x and y in TR. We may assume that x # y and that xi # Yi. Set 1 = d(x, y)

 and li = d(xi, yi). Then li -I 1 as i -- oo. By the special case that we have just
 proved, there is a parametrized segment Ii: [0, li] - TR from xi to yi for each
 i ? 0. Define maps M*: [0, 1] -* TR by p4(t) = pi(lit/l). We claim that as maps
 of metric spaces the M* converge uniformly to a map M: [0,1] T this will
 immediately imply that p is a parametrized segment from x to y.

 Given ec > 0. choose an integer N 2 0 such that the numbers I 1i - jl, I
 (li- I)/ll, d(xi, x ), and d(yi, yj) are all < c/5 whenever i, j ? N. Then for
 i, j ? N such that 1i 2> l, Corollary II.1.6 says that for every t E [0, Ij] n A we
 have

 d(Li(t), p1(t)) ? (li - ij) + d(yi yj) + 2d(xi, xj) < 45.

 By continuity, d(pi(t), pt(t)) < 4c for every t E [0, Ij]. Hence for 0 < t < 1
 we have

 d li-(t), 5 p(t)) < d(pi(litll), 5 i(1jt11)) + d(pi(1jt11), 5 j(1jt11))

 ? (1i - Ij)/I + c < c.

 By symmetry it follows that d(pi(t), pj(t)) < e for all i, j ? N and all t E [0, 1];
 since TR is complete it follows that the gi converge uniformly. This proves the

 existence of a closed segment with endpoints x and y.

 To prove uniqueness of such a segment, suppose that 1 /1L2: [0, 1] -* TR are
 parametrized segments from x to y. If p1 and P 2 agree on (0, 1) n A, then by
 continuity they are identical. Let to E (0, 1) n A be given, and suppose that
 y100) # 12(to). Let 3 > 0 be chosen so that 1 - 23 > to and 183 <
 d(11(tO), 12(tO)). Choose points x', Y', Z1, Z2 E T so that d(x, x'), d(y, y'), and
 d(zi, pi(to)) (i = 1, 2) are all < S. Set ai = d(x', zi), /3i = d(zi, y'), li = ai +
 A3, and define broken segments yi: [0, l] -- T by stipulating that yi(O) = x',
 ,yifai) = zi, and yi(li) = y'. Set 1' = d(x', y'), and let I': [0, 1 '] - TR be the
 parametrized segment from x' to y' (see Figure A). By Proposition 11.1.5 we

 G 1( to)
 / Zi \

 X X .;-- " i ' Y

 I2( to

 FIGURE A
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 have d(p'(t), yi(t)) < i - 1' for all t E [0, 1'] n A. But note that 1' >
 1 - d(x, x') - d(y, y') > 1 - 23 > to; thus d(p'(to), yi(to)) < li - 1'.

 On the other hand, we have ai = d(x', Zi) < d(x, i(to)) + 23, and 8i =
 d(y', Zi) < d(pi(to), y) + 23. Since Ii is a parametrized segment, d(x, pi(to)) +
 d(pi(to), y) = d(x, y) = 1. Hence li = ai + /3i < 1 + 43 < 1' + 63. It follows
 that d(j'(to), yi(to))< 6S. Now since yiI[O, ai] and yi [ai, li] are parametrized
 segments,

 d(yi(to), zi) = d(yi(to), yi(ai)) = Ito - ail

 = Id(x, Mi(to)) - d(x', z)i < d(x, x') + d(yi(to), zi) < 23.

 Hence d(j'(to), zi) < 83, and therefore d(i'(to), pi(to)) < 93. Applying this for
 i = 1, 2, we get d(p (to), I2(t)) < 183. This contradiction to the choice of 3
 completes the proof of uniqueness, and thus Condition (i) is established.

 To prove (iii') it is enough to show that if 11, 12 are positive numbers and p:
 [- 1, 12] '- TR is a map such that M[- I11,0] and MI[t0 12] are parametrized
 segments and It[- 11,0] n t1[O, 12] = I{(0)}, then d(M(- l-), M('2)) = 11 + 12.
 Set x1 = P(- 1), x2 = (142), z = M(O), and define M1: [0, 11] -* TR by M1(t) =
 (- t). Set M2 = 1[10 12]. Then Mi: [0, li] -* TR is the unique parametrized
 segment from z to xi. Now choose sequences (x{i) j 2 f0 (x) j 2 0, and (z i) in T.
 converging in TR to x1, x2, and z. Set li =d( xi, zi), and let pi: [0, 1i] -- TR
 denote the parametrized segment from z' to x!. By the above existence

 argument, pi is the uniform limit of ([ij)* as j -s o, where (Mi)*(t) = It(l/t/l).
 Since I11 n I2I = z. it follows that, given any 3 > 0, we have ylj([S, 11]) n
 '412([3, 12]) = 0 for sufficiently large j. Thus if we denote by ai the greatest

 number a E [0, min(11, 12)] such that yj(a) = jd(a), then lim j Oaj = 0.
 Since I { and Id are parametrized segments, it is clear that

 Pj ai 11]f) X pjLO(ai, 1]f) = {jd(a'))} = {p(aj))}.

 We can therefore apply Condition (iii) for the A-tree T to the map IL :
 [a- ll, 1 - a)] n A -- T, defined by yj(t) = d(a1 - t) (a- 1{? < t < 0),

 = Ml(t + a') (O < t < 1 - a)), to conclude that d(xi,,xi) = 1i + 1i -
 2ai. Taking the limits as j - oo we conclude that d(xj, x2) = 11 + 12, as
 required. This completes the existence proof in Case LI.

 Finally, to prove uniqueness in Case II, note that any TR having Property
 (b) in the statement of the theorem must contain T as a dense subset; this is
 because A is dense in R, and therefore T n A is dense in A for any arc A C TR
 with endpoints in T. The uniqueness assertion therefore follows from the

 uniqueness of the completion of a metric space. O
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 The R-tree TR given by Theorem II.1.9 will be called the complete real form

 of T. Note that the case A = R of Theorem II.1.9 is itself interesting:

 COROLLARY II.1.10. The metric completion of an R-tree is an R-tree. O

 Remark II. 1.1. In the course of proving Theorem 11.1.9 we observed that a

 Z-tree defines a 1-connected 1-dimensional simplicial complex. Conversely, if we

 are given a 1-connected 1-complex K, the 0-skeleton K0 is easily seen to become

 a tree if we define the distance between two vertices to be the length of the

 shortest edge-path joining them.

 The following result, which clarifies the structure of the complete real form

 of a A-tree (A c R), will be needed in Section 2.

 PROPOSITION 11.1.12. Let A be a dense subgroup of R. let T be a A-tree,
 and let TR denote the complete real form of T. Then for every non-degenerate

 segment A C TR, A n T is a dense subset of A.

 Proof. It is enough to show that A n T = 0 for every non-degenerate

 closed segment A C TR. Let x and y denote the endpoints, and l the length, of

 A. By Theorem 11.1.9, T is dense in TR; hence there exist x', y' E T such that

 d(x, x'), d(y, y') < 1/2. If A' denotes the closed segment with endpoints x' and

 y', then by Corollary 11.1.7, A n A' contains a non-degenerate segment B. But

 since A' has endpoints in T and since A is dense in R. A' n T is dense in A' and
 hence contains a point of the non-degenerate sub-segment B of A'. Therefore,

 AnTDBDTk T 0. 1

 Our next result is a more topological characterization of R-trees. By an arc

 in a metric space we mean a subset which is homeomorphic (in the metric

 topology) to a (possibly degenerate) compact interval in R.

 PROPOSITION 11.1.13. A metric space T is an R-tree if and only if it has the

 following property:

 (*) For any points x, y E T there is a unique arc A c T with endpoints x

 and y, and A is a closed segment.

 Proof If T has property (*) then in particular it satisfies Condition (i) of

 the definition of a tree. By Remark 11.1.3, T will be a tree if it also satisfies

 Condition (iii). A map f: [a, b] -* T satisfying the hypothesis of (iii) is 1-1, and
 hence ,4([a, b]) is an arc. By (*), any arc in T is a closed segment. Thus LI [a, b]
 is a closed segment of length l = d(x, y). Since fi([a, b]) is the union of the
 closed segments fi([a, c]) and U([c, b]) whose intersection is a single point, it
 follows that [0, 1] C R is a union of two subsets X and Y. isometric to intervals of
 lengths c - a and b - c, and meeting in a single point. It follows that X and Y
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 are themselves intervals of lengths c - a and b - c, and hence that 1 = (c - a)

 + (b - c) = b - a. This establishes (iii) and shows that T is an R-tree.

 Now suppose that T is an R-tree. Since T satisfies Condition (i) of 11.1.2, to

 establish property (*) it will suffice to show that every arc in T is a closed

 segment. It is enough to consider non-degenerate arcs. Let a: [0, 1] -* T be an
 embedding, and set x = a(O), y = a(1). Let A denote the closed segment with

 endpoints x and y. We must show that A = a([O, 1]); since both sets are arcs

 with endpoints x and y, it is enough to show that A C a([O, 1]). Since a([O, 1]) is

 closed in T, we need only show that for every c > 0, A is contained in the
 c-neighborhood of a([O, 1]).

 Choose a partition 0 = x0 <... < Xn= 1 of [0, 1] such that each of
 the sets a([xi1, xi]) c T, 1 < i < n, has diameter < c/2. Set 6i =
 d(a(xi1), ak(x )) for 1 ? i ? n, Xk = X16i for 0 < k < n, and define a broken
 segment y: [0, XA] -- T by stipulating that y(Xi) = ai for 0 < i < n and that
 y[A i, X i] is a parametrized segment. One sees at once that y([0, X A]) is
 contained in the c-neighborhood of a([O, 1]). On the other hand, A C y([O, Xnj)
 by Proposition 11.1.5. This completes the proof. 1

 The main results of this section dealt with A-trees where A is a subgroup of

 R. i.e. an ordered abelian group of rank 1. We conclude this section by pointing
 out a fact that will be used in Section 3 to replace a A-tree, where A has finite

 rank > 1, by a A 1-tree, where A1V is the minimal isolated subgroup of A (and
 thus has rank 1).

 PROPOSITION 11.1.14. Let A' be an isolated subgroup of an ordered abelian

 group A, let (T, d) be a A-tree, and let x0 be a point of T. Let T' denote the set

 of all points x E T with d(x, x0) E A'. Then (T', d'), where d' = d I T', is a
 A'-tree.

 Proof. This is immediate from Definition 11.1.2.

 11.2. Axes and translation lengths

 In this section we study the structure of a self-isometry of a tree. In the case

 of an R-tree T, the main result, Theorem 11.2.3, asserts that for a self-isometry y
 of T without fixed points, there is a unique subset A of T invariant under y and
 isometric to R; moreover, -y acts on A like a translation through some distance 1,
 and all points of T - A are mapped a distance > 1 from themselves by y. We
 call A the axis of y and 1 its translation length. If a group F acts on a tree T, it

 follows easily that the "length" l(y) = minxe Td(x, -yx) is well-defined for every
 y E F. According to Proposition 11.2.15 below (cf. [Ser, p. 64, Corollary 2]), the
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 "length function" 1: F -* [0, ca) is identically zero if and only if there is a fixed
 point for the action of F on T.

 Actually these results are obtained in the more general setting of A-trees

 where A is an arbitrary ordered abelian group; in the case of Theorem 11.2.2, this

 introduces technical complications in both the statement and the proof. (In

 particular, the axis of y may in general be isometric not to A but to some interval
 in A.) Let us begin with some formal definitions.

 Let (T, d) be a A-tree and let -y: T -* T be an isometry. If a segment A in
 T is invariant under y, then for any isometry h of A onto an interval I in A,

 hyh -1 is the restriction to I of a translation or a reflection of A which leaves I
 invariant. (If A has rank 1, the only interval in A that can be invariant under a

 non-trivial translation is A itself; but this is false for rank > 1.) We shall say that

 yIA is a reflection or translation if hyh-1 is a reflection or translation,
 respectively.

 (11.2.1). One sees at once that if A is non-degenerate then -yIA cannot be
 both a translation and a reflection, and that if A' is a non-degenerate subsegment

 of A which is also invariant under -y, then y IA and y IA' are either both
 translations or both reflections.

 Note also that if y IA is a translation, then d(x, -yx) is constant for x E A;
 we shall call this constant the translation length of ryIA.

 If some closed segment A in T is invariant under y and y IA is a phantom
 reflection, i.e. a reflection without fixed points, we shall call y a phantom

 inversion. Note that y is a phantom inversion if and only if there exist x, x' E T

 such that yx = x', yx' = x, and d(x, x') is not divisible by 2. In particular:

 (11.2.2). An R-tree admits no phantom inversion.

 By a partial axis for an isometry -y: T -* T we mean a segment A C T,
 invariant under y, such that -yjA is a non-trivial translation. Note that a partial
 axis has no endpoints. By an axis for -y we mean a partial axis which contains

 every other partial axis for -y. An isometry -y: T -* T will be called hyperbolic if
 it has an axis. If -y is hyperbolic, its axis is obviously unique. The translation

 length of a hyperbolic isometry -y is defined to be the translation length of the

 restriction of -y to its axis. Note that if A has rank 1, the axis of a hyperbolic

 isometry of T must be isometric to A. Thus the axis of a hyperbolic isometry -y of

 an R-tree is an isometric copy of R on which y acts like a translation.

 THEOREM 11.2.3. Let -y be a self-isometry of a A-tree T, which is not a

 phantom inversion. Then y is hyperbolic if and only if y has no fixed points
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 in T. If -y is hyperbolic and has axis A and translation-length 1, then 1=
 minXE Td(x, yx) and A = { x c T: d(x, yx) = l}.

 The proof depends on several lemmas.

 LEMMA 11.2.4. Let x be a point of a A-tree T, and let y: T -* T be an
 isometry without fixed points which is not a phantom inversion. Then either x

 lies on a partial axis for -y, or there is a partial axis A for y such that the

 translation-length of y IA is < d(x, yx).

 Proof Let ao denote the closed segment with endpoints x and yx. Then
 the closed segments a0 and y - a have the endpoint x in common; by

 Condition(ii) of 11.1.2 their intersection is a (possibly degenerate) closed sub-seg-

 ment a, of a0 having x as an endpoint. (See Fig. B below.) Hence there is a
 closed sub-segment a2 of a0, having yx as an endpoint, such that a1 n a2
 consists of a single point x1. Let a denote the closed segment with endpoints x1

 and yx . Note that a is non-degenerate since y has no fixed points. Note that

 since x,,yx, E ao and {xl} = a, n a2, a is contained either in a, or in a2. If
 a c a , then -ya1 is the subsegment of a0 with endpoints yx1 and -yx; and -ya is
 the sub-segment of -ya, having endpoint yx1 and having the same length as a.
 This implies that -ya = a and that y I a is an inversion, contradicting the

 hypothesis. This proves that a C a2.

 y - x x Iyx
 I~~~~~~ l

 a1 a0 1
 X Ix

 a

 FIGuRE B

 Now note that

 ya n a c -ya2 n a0 = Y(a2 n y ao) = -y(a2 n a) = {yxl}.

 Therefore, ya n a = {yx1}.

 Now let 1 > 0 denote the length of a, and let A' be the isolated subgroup of

 A consisting of all elements h such that I h < nl for some n E Z. Let [1
 [0, 1] -* T be the parametrized segment from x1 to YxY,, and extend pt, to a map

 t: A' -* T by setting f(t) = y"[t(t - ml) for all t with ml < t < (m + 1)1,
 m c Z. Then i(t + nl) = y'[t(t) for all t c A', n c Z. We claim that [ is an
 isometric embedding. To prove this, it is enough to show that [LI [a, b] is an
 isometric embedding for all a, b E A' with a < b. Since there always exists an

 n E Z such that the translation t -* t + nl maps [a, b] into an interval [0, pl], p
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 a positive integer, it suffices to show that [i I [0, pl] is an isometric embedding, i.e.
 a parametrized segment, for each integer p > 0.

 This is true by construction for p = 1; we prove it by induction on p.

 Assume that ,I [0, pl] is a parametrized segment. Obviously I[pl, (p + 1)1] is
 also a parametrized segment. Since i([jpl, (p + 1)1]) and f([0, pl]) share the
 endpoint pi(pl), and since i([ pl,(p + 1)1]) has length 1, we have

 fi([pl, (p + 1)1]) n ([O, pl]) c fQ(p - 1)1, pl]) n f(p~l (p + 1)1])

 = yP-a n yPa = yP-'(a n ya) = {yPx } = {t(pl)}.

 By Condition (iii) of 11.1.2, [ [0,(p + 1)1] is a parametrized segment. This
 proves that [ is an isometric embedding.

 Now since yt(t) = y(t + 1) for all t c A', it follows from the definition that
 A = [( A') is a partial axis for y. The translation-length of yIA is the length 1 of
 a C a0. Thus 1 < d(x, yx), with equality only if a = a0, in which case x E a C
 A. This proves the lemma. 1

 LEMMA II.2.5. Let A1 and A2 be segments in a A-tree T, and suppose that
 A 1 n A2 * 0. Then A1 n A2 is a segment. If A1 n A2 has no endpoint then

 A1 U A2 is a segment.

 Proof. If A A2 consists of a single point, there is nothing to prove. If

 A1 r) A2 contains distinct points x and y, set 1 = d(x, y), and for i = 1, 2, let

 Ii D [0, 1] be an interval in A and fi: Ii -* T an isometric embedding, with
 pi(I1) = Ai, Oi(0) = x, and ti(l) = y. Let I denote the set of all X E I, nI2
 such that 1 1(X) = 1 2(X). Then I is an interval; for if X, X' E I, with X < X',

 then IlI [A X, X'] and i'21 [X, X'] are parametrized segments which agree at X and
 X' and hence coincide, so that [X, X'] c I. Next, note that if z E A1 n A2 then

 for i = 1, 2 we have z = [i ifXA i), for some A Ei Ii such that JXi| = d(x, z) and
 Ix- 11 = d(y, z). Since these equalities uniquely determine Xi it follows that
 A= A 2 and hence that z E Pi1(I). Thus A1 n A2 is the segment p1(I); this

 proves the first assertion of the lemma.

 Now suppose that I has no endpoints. Then we claim that I = I, q 12.
 Suppose to the contrary that 1'(XO) k [2(XO) for some X0 E I, n I2.
 Then N0 0 [0, 1]; after possibly pre-composing [ , and [2 with the reflection
 X -* 1 - X, we may assume that A0 > 1. By Lemma 11.1.1 and Condition (ii) of

 11.1.2, applied to the parametrized segments [i i[0, X0], there exists a E A, with
 1 < a < X0, such that p1(X) = p2(X) for 0 < X < a and tL1(X) k p2(X) for
 a < X < X0 It follows that a is an endpoint of I. This contradiction proves our

 claim that I = I, n I2.
 Hence there is a well-defined map ti: II U I2 -* T given by pIIj = i. To

 prove the second assertion of the lemma we need only show that [ is a
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 parametrized segment. This is equivalent to showing that [LI [a, b] is a parame-
 trized segment for any closed subinterval [a, b] of I U 12 containing [0, 1]. This

 is obvious if [a, b] c Ii for some i. Otherwise, by symmetry we may assume that

 [a, l] C I and [0, b] C 12. Then pl[a,O] = [Il[a,O] and pJ[O, b] = ,'21[O b]
 are parametrized segments; by Condition (ii) of 11.1.2, their intersection is of the

 form p([0, c]) for some c E [0, b]. But since y1 is 1-1, [0, c] contains no points of

 (0, 1]. Hence c = 0, i.e. u([a, O]) n p([O, b]) = {f (O)}, and by Condition (iii) of
 11.1.2, it follows that p I [a, b] is a parametrized segment. 1

 Let A and B be segments in a A-tree. We shall say that A is an end of B if

 A C B and B - A is a segment.

 LEMMA II.2.6. Let A and C be segments in a A-tree T. Suppose that A n C

 is a non-degenerate segment with exactly one endpoint x, and that x is an

 endpoint of C. Then A U C is a segment and A is an end of A U C.

 Proof Note that C' = C - { x} is a segment and that A n C' is a segment

 without endpoints. By 11.2.5, A U C = A U C' is a segment. Clearly A is an end

 of AU C.

 LEMMA II.2.7. Let A1 and A2 be disjoint segments, without endpoints, in a
 A-tree T. Then there is a unique segment B in T such that for each i < 2, either

 A i is an end of B or A i n B consists of a single endpoint of B.

 Proof Let C be a closed segment with endpoints x1 E A, x2 E A2. We

 may suppose C to be chosen so that for i = 1,2, C n Ai is either {xi} or a
 non-degenerate segment with xi as its only endpoint. (Indeed, the only other
 possibility is that C n Ai is a closed segment with endpoints xi, x1', and in this
 case we can replace C by (C - Ai) U { x1'}.) Define B to be the union of C with
 those Ai (i = 1,2) for which C n Ai is a non-degenerate segment. Applying
 11.2.6 (at most twice), one sees that B has the properties stated in the lemma.

 Now let B be any segment with the stated properties. Then B n Ai = { x }
 if and only if for any point a2 E A2, x is the unique minimum point for the

 function A1 -1 A defined by a, '-- d(a1, a2). Thus for i = 1,2, the set Si =
 B n A i is independent of the choice of a segment B with the properties stated in

 the lemma. But Si and S2 are disjoint ends of B, and since T is uniquely
 connected by segments, B is the union of all closed segments in T having one

 endpoint in each SiI This proves uniqueness. [

 LEMMA 11.2.8. Let y be a self-isometry of a A-tree T. If A1 and A2 are

 partial axes for y, there is a partial axis A for y with A1 U A2 c A.

 Proof. Consider first the case A r A2 = 0. We shall show that Al U A2
 is a partial axis for y. If A1 n A2 had two endpoints, it would be a y-invariant
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 closed segment, and this is impossible since A1 is a partial axis. If A1 n A2 had a

 unique endpoint, this endpoint would be a fixed point of y. Hence A1 n A2 has

 no endpoint, and by Lemma 11.2.5 the y-invariant set A1 n A2 is a segment.

 Since yIA1 is a translation, by 11.2.1 so is yI(A1 U A2). Thus A1 U A2 is a
 partial axis.

 Now suppose that A1 n A2 = 0. Let B be the segment given by Lemma

 11.2.7, the unique segment such that for each i either Ai is an end of B or
 Ai n B consists of an endpoint of B. Then yB = B. If for i = 1 or 2, Ai n B
 consists of a single point x, then x is a point of Ai fixed by y, which is
 impossible. Hence B D A1 U A2. Now since B is y-invariant and y IA1 is a
 translation, it follows from 11.2.1 that yIB is a translation, i.e. that B is a partial
 axis containing A1 and A2. 1

 LEMMA 11.2.9. Let y be a self-isometry of a A-tree T. If y has a partial axis
 then it is hyperbolic (i.e. it has an axis).

 Proof. Let AO be a partial axis for y. Let _ denote the union of all partial
 axes of y. By Lemma 11.2.8, _/ may also be described as the set of all partial axes

 containing AO. We shall show that _/ is an axis for y. It is obviously enough to
 prove that _ is a partial axis. It is in fact enough to prove that V is a segment;

 for since ,V1D AO is y-invariant and y IA0 is a translation, it will then follow from

 11.2. 1 that y I-V is a translation.

 Fix an interval Io in A and an isometry t: Io - AO. For each partial axis
 A D A0, there exist an interval IA C A and an isometry fA: IA -* A extending
 fL0; moreover, IA and IA are unique. Let J denote the union of the IA as A
 ranges over all partial axes containing AO Clearly J is an interval. We wish to
 define an isometry t: f--> _ by setting ,IA = [LA for each partial axis A D A0.
 We must show that [ is a well-defined isometry.

 If A1, A2 are partial axes containing A0 then there is a partial axis
 A D A1 U A2 by Lemma 11.2.8. For i = 1,2, V-'(A ) C IA is an interval, and

 AI A '(A j) is an isometry extending IAO. By uniqueness we therefore have
 LA '(Ai) = Ai and IALAIIAi = IAi In particular IA, and IA2 agree on 'A q A2'
 so that p is well-defined. Furthermore, given xlx2 E J we may choose A1 and
 A2 so that xi E Ai; then d(p(x1),u(x2)) = d(fiA(x1),uA(x2)) = Ix1 - x21
 Hence p is indeed an isometry of J onto _ and thus _ is a segment. 1

 Proof of Theorem 11.2.3. If y has no fixed point and is not a phantom
 inversion, then by Lemma 11.2.4, y has a partial axis; hence by Lemma 11.2.9, y
 is hyperbolic.

 Conversely, suppose that y has an axis A. If y has a fixed point x, then

 x i A, and by Lemma 11.2.5 applied with A1 = A ,A2= { x}, there is a unique
 segment B, containing x, and either having A as an end or meeting it exactly in
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 an endpoint of B. Clearly yB = B. If A n B is a single point, it is a fixed point

 of y lying on A, which is absurd. On the other hand, if B D A, then since B is

 y-invariant and y IA is a translation, y I B is also a translation. This is also absurd
 since B contains the fixed point x of y. This shows that y cannot have a fixed

 point.

 It remains to show that in the case where y has no fixed point and is not a

 phantom inversion, 1 = minxE Td(x, yx) and A = { x c T: d(x, yx) = l}, where
 A and 1 denote the axis and translation-length of y. Equivalently, we must show

 that d(x, yx) > l for x 0 A. By definition, if x 0 A then x cannot lie in a partial
 axis; hence by Lemma 11.2.4, there is a partial axis on which y has translation-

 length < d(x, yx). Since y is hyperbolic this means that its translation length l

 is < d(x, yx), as required. 1

 COROLLARY 11.2.10. If y is a self-isometry of a A-tree which is not a
 phantom inversion, then minX E Td(x, yx) exists.

 Proof It is the translation-length if y has no fixed point, and 0 if it has one.

 (11.2.11). Now let a group F act on a A-tree by isometries. If no element of

 F defines a phantom inversion of T, we will say that F acts without phantom

 inversions. In this case we can define a non-negative-valued function 1: F -r A

 by setting 1(y) = minx E Td(x, yx). This is called the length function determined
 by the given action.

 PROPOSITION 11.2.12. Let A' be a subgroup of an ordered abelian group A.

 Let (T, d) be a A-tree, and let T' be a subset of T such that (T', d I T') is a

 A'-tree. Let a group F act on T by isometries, without phantom inversions.

 Suppose that T' is F-invariant and that the induced action of F on T' is

 without phantom inversions. Then the length function defined by the action of F

 on T takes values in A', and is in fact equal to the length function defined by the
 induced action of F on T'.

 Proof. Let 1 and P' denote the length functions on F defined by the

 respective actions of F on T and T'. Let y E F be given. If l'(y) = 0, obviously

 1(y) = 0. Now suppose that l'(y) = X > 0, so that yIT' has an axis A' C T'.

 Let AO define the isolated subgroup of A consisting of all h Ec A such that
 IhI < nX for some n E Z. Fix a point x0 E A'. Define a map ti: AO -* T as
 follows. Define tLI [0, X] to be a parametrized segment with [i0) = x,0 and
 ,u(X) = yxO; and extend [ to AO by setting ,u(t) = y'[t(t - nX) for nX < t <
 (n + 1), n E Z. Then for any integer n > 0, [I- nX, nX] is a broken segment
 and d([(- nX),,(nX)) = d(y-xoynxO) = 2nX, since A' is the axis of yIT'.
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 By Corollary 11.1.8, l[- n X, nX] is a parametrized segment. Since n was

 arbitrary, p is an isometric embedding.
 Clearly p( AO) is a partial axis for y. By Lemma 11.2.9, y is therefore

 hyperbolic; and by the definition of hyperbolicity, the axis of y contains p( A0)
 and hence the point x0. Therefore 1(y) = d(x0O yx0) = A = lWy').

 COROLLARY 11.2.13. Let a group F act by isometries, without phantom

 inversions, on a A-tree T, where A is a subgroup of R. Then the action of F
 extends uniquely to an action of F by isometrics on the complete real form TR of
 T, and this is an action without phantom inversions. Furthermore, the length

 function determined by the extended action takes values in A and coincides with
 the length function for the given action of F on T.

 Proof It follows from the uniqueness assertion of Theorem 11.1.9 that any

 isometry between A-trees extends uniquely to an isometry between their com-
 plete real forms. This implies the existence and uniqueness of the extended

 action. By 11.2.2, an R-tree cannot admit a phantom inversion; hence the

 extended action is without inversions. The assertion about length functions is
 included in Proposition 11.2.12. O

 The following property of this extended action will be needed in Section 4.

 PROPOSITION II.2.14. Let a group F act by isometries on a A-tree T, where

 A is a subgroup of R, and let us extend this action, via Corollary 11.2.13, to an

 action of F on the complete real form TR of T. If F acts trivially on some
 non-degenerate segment in TR, then F acts trivially on some non-degenerate
 segment in T.

 Proof First suppose that A is dense in R. Then by Proposition 11.1.12, if A
 is a non-degenerate segment, pointwise fixed by F, then A n T is dense in A

 and hence contains a non-degenerate interval in T, which is clearly pointwise
 fixed by F. Now suppose that A is discrete. We may assume A = Z. By
 Theorem 11.1.9, we may regard TR as a 1-complex whose 0-skeleton is T and

 whose closed edges are closed segments of length 1. Clearly any self-isometry of

 TR which leaves T invariant is a simplicial automorphism. Hence the fixed-point

 set of F is a subcomplex of TR. Since this subcomplex contains a non-degenerate
 arc, it must contain an edge; the vertices incident to this edge constitute a closed
 segment (of length 1) in T. O

 Actually this argument can be adapted to show that (a) the fixed points TF
 of the F-action form a subtree, and (b) provided that (TR)r is not a single point,
 we have (Tr)R = (TR)F.
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 Finally, we wish to prove the following result, which generalizes [Ser, p. 64,
 Corollary 2].

 PROPOSITION II.2.15. Let F be a finitely generated group acting on a A-tree

 T. Then the length function on F defined by the action is identically zero if and

 only if there is a point of T which is fixed by every element of F.

 The proof depends on the following lemma. By a midpoint of a closed

 segment A in a A-tree, we mean a point of A equidistant from the endpoints of

 A. Thus A has a midpoint if and only if its length is divisible by 2 in A, and if so

 the midpoint is unique.

 LEMMA II.2.16. Let y be a self-isometry of a A-tree T. Suppose that y fixes

 at least one point of T. Then for every x E T, the closed interval with endpoints
 x and yx has a midpoint, and its midpoint is fixed by y.

 Proof. Let y be a fixed point of y. Let ti: [0, 1] -> T be the parametrized
 segment from y to x. By Lemma II.1.1 and Condition (ii) of II.1.2 applied to M

 and y o [t, there is an element a of [0, 1] such that It[0, a] = yi[0, a] and
 M([a, 1]) n yM([a, 1]) = ,(4a). In particular ,(4a) is a fixed point of y. On the
 other hand, it follows from Condition (iii) of II.1.2 that M([ a, 1]) U y([ a, 1]) is a

 closed segment having x and yx as its endpoints and i( a) as its midpoint. F

 Proof of Proposition II.2.15. "If" is trivial. We prove "only if" by induction

 on the minimal number n of generators of F. The case n = 0 is again trivial.

 Now assume that n > 0 and let y1, . . ., yn be a minimal set of generators for F.
 By the induction hypothesis, the group A generated by Y1, ... ., n- 1 has a fixed
 point x. Let A denote the closed segment with endpoints x and ynx. Then for
 each 8 Ez A we may regard A as the closed segment with endpoints x and yn6x.
 Hence by Lemma II.2.16, A has a midpoint y, and y is fixed by every element

 of the coset -yn A. This coset generates F, and hence y is a fixed point of F. o

 11.3. Trees and valuations

 In this section F will denote a field, v a valuation of F, and A the value

 group. We shall describe a A-tree T, associated with v, on which SL2(F) acts in
 a natural way. We shall follow the approach of [Ser] by taking the points of T, to

 be homothety classes of C9,-lattices, i.e. finitely generated Qv-modules spanning
 F2. We begin with some general observations on finitely generated modules.

 We set (9 = QV and X = m v. By an elementary (9row operation on an
 m X n matrix M with entries in F, we mean one of the following two
 operations: (a) multiply a row of M by a unit in (9; (b) add x times a row to

 another row, where x is an element of (9. Elementary (-column operations are
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 defined similarly. The following result and its corollaries are the analogues for (9

 of familiar results about principal ideal domains; the proofs are straightforward.

 PROPOSITION II.3.1. Every m X n matrix (m, n > 0) in F can be reduced

 by a finite sequence of elementary (-row-and-column operations to a diagonal

 matrix, i.e. a matrix LA - (dij)i< im <<j?<n where dij = 0 for i # j. In
 particular we then haveM= AAB for some A E SLJ(C9), Be SLm(9). O

 COROLLARY II.3.2. Let L be a finitely generated free (9module, and L' c L

 be a finitely generated submodule. Then there is a basis { e1, .. , en } of L such
 that L' is generated by { ale,,... aen } for some all,... ., a e (9. In particular
 L' is free.

 COROLLARY II.3.3. Every finitely presented (9module is isomorphic to one

 of the form e>(9/a i(9), where n > 0 and a, . ..,a E (9.

 COROLLARY II.3.4. Every finitely generated, torsion-free (9module is free.

 Proof If the given module L is finitely presented, this is included in

 Corollary II.3.3. To prove it in general, let n denote the minimal number of

 generators of L, and let ti: (9 n -> L be an epimorphism. If L is not free, the
 kernel of j contains an element x $ 0. By Corollary II.3.2, (9n/(x (9n-l ED

 (O/(a9) for some a E (9- {f}. Thus p induces an epimorphism j: (9n-l E
 (O/al) --* L; since L is torsion-free, ii(/a)f = 0, and so L has n - 1 genera-
 tors. This is a contradiction. F]

 We now consider the standard dimensional F-vector space F 2. By an

 (lattice (or simply a lattice) in F2 we mean a finitely generated amodule
 L c F2 spanning F2. It follows from Corollary II.3.4 that every (lattice is a free
 amodule of rank 2. Two lattices L, L' will be called equivalent if L' = aL for

 some a c F*. We then write L - L'. We denote by T = To the set of all

 equivalence classes of lattices. We shall show how to define a distance on T so

 that it becomes a A-tree.

 Given two lattices L and L', we shall say that L' is co-cyclic in L if
 L' C L and the amodule L/L' is isomorphic to (97/3 for some / Ee (9.

 PROPOSITION II.3.5. Given two lattices L and L', there is a unique lattice

 Lo - L' which is co-cyclic in L.

 Proof. Since L C F2 is free of rank 2, we may identify F2 with F ?0L. It
 then follows from Corollary II.3.2 that since L' C F2 is free of rank 2, there is a

 basis e1, e2 of L such that L' is spanned by ale1, a2e2 for some a 1, a2 E F*.
 After possibly re-indexing the ei we may assume that v(al) < v(a2). Then
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 Lo = a -'L' is spanned by e1 and P3e2, where /P = aj'a2, and is therefore
 co-cyclic in L. This proves existence.

 If L' is another lattice equivalent to L', we may write L' = yL' for some

 y E F*. If v(y) < 0, then ye1 t L and hence L' ? L. If v(y) > 0, then

 L' c L, but L/L' (=(/y(9) E (/(/3y(), where y, /y E n; hence (9/9) ?0
 (L/L') has rank 2 as an (6/m)-vector space, and L' is not co-cyclic in L. Thus

 L' can be cocyclic in L only if v(y) = 0, in which case L' = L'. This proves
 uniqueness. 0

 COROLLARY II.3.6. Given x, x' E T, there are lattices L and L' representing

 x and x' such that L' is co-cyclic in L. If we write L/L' (97/,8(, /3 E (9, then
 v(/) E A is uniquely determined by x and x'.

 Proof. The first assertion is included in the statement of Proposition II.3.5.

 To prove the second assertion, suppose that for i = 1,2, Li and L' are

 representatives of the respective equivalence classes x and x', that L' is co-cyclic

 in Li, and more specifically that Li/L' (91/i(9, for given hi Ee (9. Then
 L9 = aL1 for some a E F*. Clearly aL' is co-cyclic in L2; hence by the

 uniqueness assertion of Proposition II.3.5, a L' = L'2. Thus L2/L' L1/L1.

 Since /i3(9 is the annihilator of Li/L', we have P31( = ,82( It follows at once that
 V(/31) = V(/32).

 The non-negative element v(B) Et A defined by Corollary II.3.6 will be

 denoted d(x, x'). Thus d: T x T -> A is a well-defined, non-negative-valued
 function. We wish to show that (T, d) is a A-metric space. It is immediate from

 the definitions that d(x, x) = 0 for x c T; conversely, if d(x, x') = 0, then in

 the notation of Corollary II.3.6, /3 is a unit, and hence L = L' and x = x'.

 To show that d is symmetric in the arguments, let x, x' c T be given.

 Choose representatives L, L' with L' co-cyclic in L. By the proof of Proposition

 II.3.5, L has a basis el, e2 such that L' is spanned by el and el = P3e2, where
 v(/3) = d(x, x'). Thus /3L - L is spanned by /3e1 and el; therefore /3L is

 co-cyclic in L', and in fact L'//3L (97/3(9. Hence d(x', x) = v(/3) = d(x, x').
 The proof of the triangle inequality is based on:

 LEMMA II.3.7. If L' C L are lattices representing classes x', x E T, and J is

 a linear automorphism of F2 such that J(L) = L', then d(x, x') < v(det I), with
 equality if and only if L' is co-cyclic in L.

 Proof By Corollary II.3.2 there is a basis { el, e2} of L such that L' is
 spanned by { a1e,, a2e2} for some aj, a2 E (9. We may index the ei so that
 v(a1) < v(a2). Let JO: F 2 -> F2 be the linear automorphism defined by JO(ei) =
 aiei. Then J and JO map L isomorphically onto L' and hence J = JoK for some
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 automorphism K of L. Since det K is a unit in (9 we have v(det J) = v(det J0)

 - v(a1a2). On the other hand, it is clear that aj'L' is co-cyclic in L and that
 L/(aj'L') C9/a-la2C9. Hence

 d(x, x') = v(a2) - v(a1) < v(a2) + v(a1) = v(detJ).

 We have equality if and only if a1 is a unit in (9, i.e. if and only if aj 'L' = L';
 by the uniqueness assertion of Proposition II.3.5, this is equivalent to the

 condition that L' be co-cyclic in L. o

 Now let x1, X2, X3 E T be given. By Proposition II.3.5 there are representa-

 tives Li of xi such that Li+1 is co-cyclic in Li for i = 1,2. For i = 1,2, choose
 an isomorphism Jj: Li -> Li+1, and extend Ji to an automorphism of F2. Then
 by Lemma II.3.7,

 d (x1, x3) < v(det J2J1) = v(det J2) + v(det J1) = d(x1, x2) + d(x2) x3).

 Thus we have proved:

 PROPOSITION II.3.8. In the above notation, (T, d) is a A-metric space. M

 On the other hand, note that if the inequality d(x1, X3) < d(x1, x2) +

 d(x2, X3) is an equality then d(x1, X3) = v(det(J2J1)), so that by Lemma II.3.7,

 L3 is co-cyclic in L1. Conversely, if there are representatives Li of the xi such
 that L3 c L2 c L1 and L3 is co-cyclic in L1, then defining J1 and J2 as above,
 we have by Lemma II.3.7 that

 d(x1,X3) = v(det(J2J1)) = v(det J,) + v(detJ2) ? d(x1,x2) + d(x2,x3);

 by the triangle inequality it follows that d(x1, X3) = d(x1, x2) + d(x2, X3). This
 proves:

 LEMMA II.3.9. Given x1, X2, X3 E T, we have d(x1, x3) = d(x1, x2) +

 d(x2, X3) if and only if there are representatives Li of xi such that L1 D L2 D L3
 and L3 is co-cyclic in L1. Q

 We now turn to the proof that (T, d) is actually a A-tree. Condition (i) of
 II. 1.2 will follow easily from:

 PROPOSITION II.3.10. Let 1l, 12 E A be given, and set 1 = 11 + 12. Suppose
 that x1, x2 e T are given and that d(x1, x2) = 1. Then there is a unique z c T

 such that d(z, xi) = li for i = 1, 2. Moreover, if the Li are representatives of the
 xi and L2 is co-cyclic in L1, then z has a representative L such that L2 c L c L1.

 Proof. Let the Li be representatives of the xi such that L2 is co-cyclic in
 L1. We claim that for any z c T such that d(xi, z) = li for i = 1 and 2, z has a
 representative L such that L2 C L c L1. To show this, we use Lemma II.3.9 to
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 obtain representatives L', L', and L for x1, x2, and z such that L'2 c L C L1

 and L'2 is co-cyclic in L'. After multiplying L', L', and L by an appropriate

 a E F*, we may assume that L' = L1. By the uniqueness assertion of Proposi-

 tion II.3.5 we then have L'2 = L2. Thus L2 c L c L1, as claimed.

 But the lattices L in F2 such that L2 c L c L1 are in 1-1 correspondence

 with the (non-trivial) 1-generator submodules of L1/L2; from this it follows at

 once that there is exactly one such submodule L whose class z satisfies d(xi, z)
 = lifori = land2.

 COROLLARY II.3.11. Given xl, x2 E T, there is a unique closed segment A

 in T with endpoints xi and x2. Moreover, if the xi are represented by lattices Li
 with L2 co-cyclic in L1, then A consists of the classes of all lattices L with

 L2cLcLi.

 This establishes Condition (i) of II.1.2. To verify Condition (ii), let A1 and

 A2 be closed segments in T with a common endpoint z; let xi be the remaining
 endpoint of Ai for i = 1,2. Let Lo be a lattice representing z; by Proposition
 II.3.5, each xi is represented by a lattice Li which is co-cyclic in Lo, By
 Corollary II.3.11, Ai consists of all classes represented by lattices L with
 Li C L c Lo, If a given class x is represented by such a lattice L, then L is the
 unique representative of x which is co-cyclic in Lo, Hence A1 n A2 consists of
 all lattices L C Lo which contain both L1 and L2. But L contains L1 and L2 if
 and only if it contains the (module L1 + L2, which is finitely generated and

 spans F2, and is therefore by definition an alattice. Hence by Corollary II.3.11,

 A1 q A2 is the closed segment whose endpoints are z and the class of L1 + L2.

 This establishes Condition (ii).

 To show that T is a A-tree it remains to show that it satisfies Condition (iii')

 of Remark II.1.4. Let t: [a, b] -> T be a map such that ,iI [a, c] and [i [c, b] are
 parametrized segments and ,u([a, c]) n ,u([c, b]) = { ,u(c)}. Set A1 = ,u([a, c

 A2 = M([c, b]), x1 = p(a), X2 = M(b), z = ,(c). We may assume that x1 # z #
 x2. Choose lattices LO, L1, L2 as in the above verification of Condition (ii). As in
 that argument, A1 n A2 consists of all lattices L with L1 + L2 CL c Lo But
 we now have A1 n A2 = {z}. Thus L1 + L2 represents z, i.e. is equivalent to

 Lo, Since Lo D L1 + L2 DL1, L1 + L2 is co-cyclic in Lo, and the uniqueness
 assertion of Proposition II.3.5 shows that L1 + L2 = Lo

 Now by the proof of Proposition II.3.5 there is a basis ei, f of Lo such that
 Li is spanned by ei and tif, where ti e (9 and v(ti) = d(xi, z). Hence Li =
 ei 9ei + tiL0. But ti E n since xi # z, and so Li c C9ei + ?9L0. Thus Lo =
 L1 + L2= (9e1 + (9e2+ ?f9Lo; i.e. e1 and e2 determine generators of (C9/) 0
 Lo, But a pair of elements generates Lo if these elements determine generators
 of (0/1m) ? LO; this is because the condition that the elements generate Lo is
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 equivalent to the invertibility in (9 of a certain determinant, and the elements of
 (9 - m are invertible in (9.

 Thus we see that el and e2 form a basis of Lo, Therefore L1 = +e1 ? t1Lo
 = Cel + ?C(tie2); similarly, L2 = Le2 + C9(t2e1). Hence L2 is equivalent to
 L/ = CQ(tie2) + C9(t t2el). Clearly L'2 is co-cyclic in L1 and L1/L'2 (P/(tlt29).
 Hence d(xl, x2) = v(tit2) = d(xl, z) + d(x2, z), as required. Thus we have
 proved:

 THEOREM II.3.12. The A-metric space Tv is a A-tree.

 Now let F be a group and let p: F -> GL2(F) be a representation. For any
 (-lattice L and any y E F, (py)L is an (-lattice. Thus p determines an action of
 F on the set of all (-lattices. This is clearly compatible with the equivalence

 relation on lattices and hence induces an action of F on T = T,. Moreover, the
 action of F on T is at once seen to be an action by isometries.

 PROPOSITION II.3.13. Suppose that p(F) C SL2(F). Let x0 E Tv denote the
 class of the standard lattice (92 c F2. Let y E F be given, and write p(y)

 =(a d ). Then d(xo, yx0) = 2 min(v(a), v(b), v(c), v(d)).

 (In this statement and in that of Proposition II.3.15, we interpret v(O) as an

 object which is greater than every element of the value group.)

 Proof Set L0 = (92. By Proposition II.3.1, we can write p(y) = AAB,

 where A,B e SL2((9) and A is a diagonal matrix 0 j) .Sincep(y) E SL2(F),
 A has the form

 (a 0) a EF*.

 According to Proposition II.3.1, A is obtained from p(y) by elementary row and

 column operations which, when applied to a matrix ( P q ), do not change the
 r s

 value of min(v(p), v(q), v(r), v(s)). Hence min(v(a), v(b), v(c), v(d)) =

 min(v(a), v(a'-')). On the other hand, since BLo = A-LLo = L0, we have
 Bx0 = A -lX0 = x0, and hence

 d(xOyxO) = d(xo, AABxo) = d(A-lxo, ABxo) = d(xo, Axo).

 If a E (9 then aALO is co-cyclic in Lo and LO/aAL0 = C9/a2C9; thus d(xO, yx0)
 = 2v(a). Similarly, if a-l e (9 then d(x0,yx0) = 2v(a-1). Thus in any case,

 d(xo, yxo) = 21v(a)I 2=min(v(a), v(b), v(c), v(d)). E
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 COROLLARY II.3.14. If p(F) c SL2(F), then for every x E To, d(x, yx) is

 divisible by 2 in A. In particular, F acts on T, without phantom inversions
 (? 2). F

 In Section 2 we saw that an action without phantom inversions of a group F
 on a A-tree T determines a length function 1: F -> A.

 PROPOSITION II.3.15. Let p: F -> SL2(F) be a representation. Then the

 length function 1: F -> A determined by the action of F on To is given by

 1(y) = 2 min(O, v(tracep(y)))

 for every y E F.

 Proof Recall that 1(y) = minxETd(x,yx). We first show that 1(y) 2
 - 2 min(O, v(trace p(y))), or equivalently that d(x, yx) > - 2v(trace p(y)) for
 every x E T. After modifying y by a conjugacy in GL2(F), we may assume that

 x is the class of the standard lattice Lo = (92 c 2. Set

 (a b)~()
 (c d) ()

 Then by Proposition II.3.13, we have

 d(x, yx) = - 2min(v(a), v(b), v(c), v(d)) ? - 2min(v(a), v(d))

 - 2v(a + d) =-2v(tracep(y)),

 as required.

 The reverse inequality l(y) < - 2 min(O, trace p(-y)) is equivalent to the
 assertion that d(x, yx) = - 2 min(O, trace p(y)) for some x E T. This is trivial if

 p(-y) = ? I. Otherwise, we may assume after a conjugation in GL2(F) that p( y)
 is in rational canonical form:

 P (Y) = ( )

 where T = trace p(-y). Let x0 denote the class of the standard lattice Lo = (92.
 Then by Proposition II.3.13,

 d(xo, yx0) = 2 min(v(0), v(1), v(- 1), v(T))= - 2 min(O, v(T)),
 as required. c]

 PROPOSITION II.3.16. Let p be a representation of a group F in SL2(F). Let
 L be a lattice representing a point x E T. Then the stabilizer of x in F consists of
 all y E F such that p(y)L = L.

 Proof. We must show that if p(y)L = aL for some a E F* then v(a) = 0.
 If v( a) # 0, then after replacing y by y'- if necessary we may assume that
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 v(a) > 0, so that aL c L. Note that d(x, x) = 0 = v(1) = v(det p(y)). Hence
 by Lemma II.3.7, with J = p(y), aL is co-principal in L. This is clearly
 impossible since ((9/) 0 (L/aL) is an (0/m)-vector space of rank 2. El

 As a first application of the above results we shall prove the following result,

 which will be applied in Section 4.

 PROPOSITION II.3.17. Let v be a valuation of a field F, and let F be a

 finitely generated subgroup of SL2(F). Suppose that tracey E Q9 for every

 y Er F. Then F is conjugate in GL2(K) to a subgroup of SL2(Q9V).

 Note. Hyman Bass informs us that this result has a generalization to GL,.

 Proof of Proposition II.3.17. Since v(trace y) ? 0 for every y E F, Proposi-

 tion II.3.15 implies that the length function defined by the action of F on T, is
 identically zero. Since F is finitely generated, it now follows from Proposition

 II.2.15 that there is a fixed point x for the action of V on T,. If L c F2 is an
 alattice representing x, then by Proposition II.3.16, L is F-invariant. Hence F is

 conjugate to a subgroup of SL2(C9).

 The following fact will also be needed in Section 4.

 PROPOSITION II.3.18. Let p: F -> SL2(F) be a representation, where F is a

 field with a valuation v. If x, x' E (T,)r, then v(2 - trace(a)) > d(x, x') for all
 y E [F, F].

 Proof. For every y E F we have yx = x and yx' = x'. Let L and L' be
 lattices representing x and x', with L' co-cyclic in L. Then by Proposition
 II.3.16 we have p(y)L = L and p(y)L'= L' for every y e F. Choose bases

 { e, f } and { e, 3f } of L and L', where v(/3) = d(x, x') > 0. After a conjugation

 we may assume that { e, f } is the standard basis. For y E F, since p(y)L = L,
 we have p(y) E SL2(C9). This proves the result if x = x'. If not, then the fact

 that p(y)L' = L' means that p(y) = ( b b ) for some a, b, c, d e (9. Since

 / E mn U, it follows that the image of p(-y) under the natural homomorphism

 SL 2((9) --> SL2( (9/(9) is upper-triangular. Since this holds for all y E F, the
 image of p([F, F]) in SL2((91/(9) consists of upper triangular matrices with l's
 on the diagonal. Since these have trace 2 in (97/(9, the assertion follows.

 Results (III.3.13)-(III.3.18) apply equally well to representations p: IF

 GL?(F), where GL?(F) is the group { A E GL2(F) Iv(det A) = 0}.
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 II.4. Length functions and varieties of characters

 In this section "tree" will mean "R-tree" when no ordered abelian group is

 specified. By a simplicial tree we mean a tree that is identified homeomorphi-

 cally with a simplicial 1-complex in such a way that each edge is a closed

 segment of length 1. Thus by Theorem 11.1.9, the complete real form of a Z-tree

 is a simplicial tree. An action of a group on a simplicial tree is simplicial if it is

 simplicial as an action on a 1-complex.

 We shall review some material from [CS, ? 1]. Let F be a finitely generated

 group. The representations of F are in 1-1 correspondence with (and will be

 identified with) the points of a complex affine algebraic set R(F). For each y, if

 we set

 () a 7( p) by ( p)

 -c,(p) d,(p))
 for every p E R(F), then the functions a , by, cY, dy belong to the coordinate
 ring ' = C[R(f)], and we can define a "tautological representation" P: F
 SL2(4) by

 P(y)== ( Y ?Yj

 Note that if Ro is an irreducible algebraic subset of R(F) and '0 = C[RO], there
 is a natural homomorphism I -- '0 which induces a homomorphism SL2( 'I) -*
 SL2(40); composing P with the latter homomorphism, we get a tautological

 representation P0: IF - SL2(J0). We shall think of P0 as a representation of F
 in SL2(K), where K is the function field C(RO).

 If p: 1 -- SL2(C) is a representation, its character Xp: IF - C is defined by
 Xp( y) = trace p( y). The characters of representations of F in SL2(C) are again
 in 1-1 correspondence with the points of a complex affine algebraic set X(F).

 One identifies representations of F in SL2(C) and their characters with the

 corresponding points of R(F) and X(F). The map t: R(F) -- X(T) defined by

 t(p) = X. is a regular map of affine algebraic sets; in fact, it is defined by
 polynomials with integer coefficients in the ambient coordinates. For each y e F

 the function I. X(F) -- C defined by IY(x) = X(Y) is a regular function, indeed
 an element of the coordinate ring (D = C[X(F)], which depends only on the

 conjugacy class of y. Moreover, according to the construction in [CS], the

 coordinate functions on X( F) obtained by restricting the coordinates of

 the ambient affine space are of the form I., y E F; in particular, the countable
 indexed family (I.), - . where W denotes the set of conjugacy classes in F,
 generates 4 as a C-algebra.
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 The following result is not pointed out in [CS].

 PROPOSITION II.4.1. For any finitely generated group F, X(F) is defined

 over Q.

 Proof If R is a complex affine algebraic set, if V is defined over a subfield k

 of C, and if f: R -> C Nis a regular map defined by polynomials in the ambient

 coordinates with coefficients in k, then the Zariski-closure of f(R) in CN is an

 algebraic set defined over k. (This follows, for example, from the arguments in

 [Mu3, ? 2C].) In particular, if f(R) happens to be Zariski-closed then it is defined

 over k. Take R = R(F), let CN be the affine space containing X(F), and take

 k = Q, f = t. That X(F) = t(R(F)) is Zariski-closed is Proposition 1.4.4 of [CS].
 The other hypotheses are clear. Hence X(F) is an affine algebraic set defined

 over Q. El

 (In [CS], X(F) is constructed in an ad hoc way. Actually, it is a special case

 of a general construction of algebro-geometric quotients for reductive group

 actions. From the point of view of the general theory one proceeds as follows.

 The action of SL2 on R(F) via conjugation induces an action of SL2 on Q[R(F)].

 By a theorem of Hilbert's (see [Sp, Theorems 2.4.9 and 3.1.13]), the invariants of

 this action form a finitely generated sub-ring. Hence there is an affine variety

 defined over Q, say Y(F), whose coordinate ring is isomorphic to the ring of
 invariant polynomials. Dual to the inclusion of the invariants in the coordinate

 ring there is the algebro-geometric quotient map m: R( F) Y( F) (defined over
 Q). By [Mul, Theorem 1.1], v is surjective.

 The ring Q[Y(F)] is generated by the functions p |-> tracep(y), y e F.

 Indeed, from the fact that SL2 is reductive, it is easy to deduce this result from

 the analogous result for the action of SL2 by simultaneous conjugation on

 n-tuples of 2 x 2 matrices; the latter result is Theorem 1.3 of [Pr]. It follows

 easily that the points of Y( F) are identified with characters, and indeed that
 Y(F) is identified with the algebraic set X( F) defined in [CS].)

 Let I' be a finitely generated group, and let W denote its set of conjugacy

 classes. According to the discussion in Section I.3, the family Y= (IY)y gives
 rise to a compactification X( F) of X( F). We wish to describe the points of
 B(F) = B(X(F)) = X(F) - X(F) in terms of actions of F on certain trees.

 Recall from I.3 that B( F) is a subset of the space .D, the projectivized version of
 [0, x)o each element of [0, o)'- {O} defines a point of 9.

 (II.4.2). Now suppose that one is given an action of F on a tree T. By II.2.2,

 any action of a group on an R-tree is automatically without phantom inversions;

 thus the given action determines a well-defined length function 1: F [0, x),
 which may be regarded as a point of [0, oo)'. By Proposition II.2.15, 1 # 0 if and
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 only if the elements of F have no common fixed point in T. In this case 1 defines

 a point 1 E So. A point of 9 defined in this way by an action of F on a tree with

 no fixed point will be called a projectivized length function. Thus when we speak

 of a projectivized length function as being defined by a given action of F on a

 tree, it is understood that there is no point of the tree fixed under the action of

 the group.

 THEOREM II.4.3. Every point of B(F) is a projectivized length function.

 There is a dense subset of B(F) consisting of projectivized length functions

 defined by actions of F on simplicial trees.

 This will be proved in this section on the basis of an essentially stronger

 result, Lemma II.4.5 below. The next lemma is preliminary to the proof of

 Lemma II.4.5.

 LEMMA II.4.4. Let v be a valuation of a field F with value group A, and let

 K be a finitely generated extension of F. Then there exist an ordered abelian

 group A D A and a valuation w: K* - -A such that wIF* = v. Moreover, -A
 may be chosen so that nA c A for some integer n * 0. If A = Z this implies
 that A = Z.

 Proof. The first assertion is the standard extension theorem for valuations

 [ZS, Chapter VI, ? 4, Theorem 5']. Since every finitely generated extension of F

 is a finite extension of a purely transcendental extension, it is enough to prove the

 second assertion in the case where K is a rational function field in one variable

 over F or a finite extension of F. In the case of a finite extension K, it follows

 from [ZS, Ch. VI, ? 11, Corollary to Lemma 3] that any A which is the value

 group for an extension w of v to K has the stated property.

 Now suppose that K = F(X), where X is an indeterminate. In this case we

 shall prove that v extends to a valuation w: K * -- A. (This is stronger than

 what we need.) Define w onF[X] - {0} by w(LaiX1) = minv(aj), where j
 ranges over all indices with a, # 0. We see at once that w(f + g) >
 min(w(f), w(g)) whenever f, g E F[X] and f, g, f + g * 0. We claim that for

 f, g E F[X] - {0} we have w(fg) = w(f) + w(g). To see this, set f = LaiX'
 and g = Lb1X1, let io denote the least index for which v(aio) = w(f), and let jo
 denote the least index for which v(b1o) = w(g). Set p0 = io + jo. Then the
 coefficient of XPO in fg is Zi+j=poaibj; in this sum, v assigns the value
 w(f) + w(g) to the term a b , and assigns a value > w(f) + w(g) to every

 other term. Hence v(Zi+j=poaibj) > w(f) + w(g). Since for any i and j,
 v(aib1) ? w(f) + w(g) for any p, we have v(Zi+j=paibj) > w(f) + w(g).
 The result follows immediately.

 Now extend w to F(X)* by setting w(f/g) = w(f) - w(g) for f, g E
 F[X] - {0}. It follows from [ZS, Chapter VI, ? 9, Theorem 14] that w is a

 well-defined valuation. Obviously wIF* = v. This proves the second assertion.
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 To prove the final assertion, note that if A is cyclic and nA C A, then A is

 cyclic since A is isomorphic to nA. F1

 The proof of Theorem II.4.3 is based on the description of B(F) = B(X(F))

 in terms of valuations given in Part I.3. Let V be an irreducible algebraic subset

 of X(F) and let V denote the closure of V in X(F). Then the restrictions to V of

 the functions in the family 5 generate C[V], and V is the compactification of V

 determined by this restricted family 3v = (I-, I V) E a. The set B( F) is the union
 of the sets B(V) as V ranges over the irreducible components of X(F). As in Part

 1.3, we choose a countable subfield k of C, a subset S = SO of the abstract

 Riemann surface of k(V) over k, and a map U = Uv: SO -- 9 such that
 U(SO) = B(V) (Theorem I.3.6). (Using Proposition II.4.1, one sees easily that k
 can be taken to be Q.) The following lemma is stated in a strong enough form to
 prove a crucial refinement (Theorem II.4.7) of Theorem II.4.3.

 LEMMA II.4.5. For each v C SO, U(v) c 9 is a projectivized length func-
 tion defined by an action of F on a tree T having the following properties:

 (a) If A is a non-degenerate closed segment in T and F0 is a subgroup of F

 acting trivially on A, then IT - 2 c- mn for every y c [F0, F0];
 (b) If v is a discrete rank-i valuation then the tree T is simplicial, and the

 action of F on T is induced by an action without phantom inversions on the

 underlying Z-tree.

 Proof By definition, v is a valuation of k(V), supported at infinity, and if

 A1 denotes the minimal isolated subgroup of the value group A, then for every

 f e k[V] either v(f) > 0 or v(f) (=- A1. Since V is an irreducible algebraic

 subset of t(R(F)), there is an irreducible algebraic subset W of R(F) such that

 t(W) is a Zariski-dense subset of V. Thus t I W: W -- V induces a homomor-
 phism of k(V) into k(W), and so we may regard k(W) as an extension of k(V).

 Since the map t is defined by polynomials in the ambient coordinates, we have

 k[V] c k[W]. By Lemma II.4.4 we can extend v to a valuation w of k(W) with
 a value group A D1 A such that there is a non-zero integer n with nA C A. It

 follows at once that if A1 denotes the minimal isolated subgroup of A, then

 A1 =A1 nA.

 Hence for each f c k[V] C k[W], we have w(f) > 0 or w(f) (- Al. Now
 consider the ordered abelian group A/A1, with the order induced from that of

 A; by composing w with the quotient homomorphism A -* A/A1, we get a
 valuation w' of k(W) with value group A/A 1. Then f c Owl for every f c k[V].

 Now for each y e F, it follows from the definition of the tautological

 representation P that trace P(y) c k [W] is equal to I, I V e k [V], under the
 identification of k [V] with a sabring of k [W]. Hence trace P(y) E dO, for every
 y e F. Applying Proposition II.3.17, with k(W), w', and P(F) in place of
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 F, v, and IF, we conclude that P is equivalent to a representation P' with

 P '(F) C SL2(C9w').
 Now consider the tree Tw associated with the valuation w of F (? 3). The

 representation P': IF - SL2(F) defines an action of F on Tw without phantom
 inversions, by Corollary II.3.14. If x0 E Tw is the class of the standard lattice (92,
 then for any y E F we have

 d(x, yx) 2 min v(a ), v(by) v (c),v(d)), where P(y) = ( 'Y v j

 But a', b', c', d' belong to Owl so that each of v(a'), v(by), v(cj), v(d$) either is
 positive or belongs to A1. Since d(xo, yx0) is non-negative, it must belong to A1.

 By Proposition II.1.14, the set of all x E Tw such that d(x, x0) C A1 is a
 A1-tree T1. Since d(xWyx0) Ec A1 for every y E F, T1 is invariant under F.
 Since It 1 is an isolated subgroup of A and since F acts without inversions on T,
 F also acts without inversions on T1. By Proposition II.2.12, the length function

 1: F A 1 defined by the restricted action of F on T1 is the same as the length
 function defined by the action of F on Tw; by Proposition II.3.15 we have

 1(y) = - 2min(O,w(traceP(y))) = - 2min(O,v(IIV)).

 Since Al has rank 1 it may be identified with a subgroup of R. By Corollary
 11.2.13, the action of F on T1 extends to an action of F on the complete real form

 T of T1, and this extended action still has length function 1. According to the

 definition of the map U: So -- g in Part 1.3, we have

 U(v) = (- 2min(O, v(IYI V))) YW= WY))ys@;

 thus U(v) is the projectivized length function defined by the action of F on the

 R-tree T. This proves the first assertion of the lemma.

 To prove the second assertion, note that if F0 acts trivially on a non-degen-
 erate closed segment A in T, then by Proposition 11.2.14 it acts trivially on a

 non-degenerate closed segment A1 in T1. Since Al is isolated in A, A1 is a
 closed segment in T,. By Proposition 11.3.18, it follows that

 v((IYIV) - 2) = w(traceP(y) - 2) > 0

 for each y E [1o', 1O]; this proves the second assertion. Finally, if v is a discrete,
 rank-i valuation, then by Lemma 11.4.4, so is w. Hence A1 = A and T1 = TWo
 and we may identify A with Z C R. Thus T is the complete real form of the

 Z-tree T1 and the action of F on T is the unique extension of its action on T1.

 The assertion now follows from 11.1.9. 0
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 Proof of Theorem 11.4.3. Since B(F) is the union of the sets B(V) as V

 ranges over the irreducible components of X(F), and since B(V) = Uv(Sv)
 (Theorem 1.3.6), the first assertion of the theorem follows from Lemma 11.4.5. On

 the other hand, by Theorem 1.3.7, each B(V) has a dense subset consisting of

 points of the form U(v), v a discrete rank-i valuation in Sv. By Lemma 11.4.5
 these are projectivized length functions defined by simplicial actions of F on

 simplicial trees. D

 We now turn our attention to points of X(F) which are characters of

 discrete, faithful representations, i.e. faithful representations of F in SL2(C)
 whose images are discrete groups. The set of all such points in X(F) will be

 denoted DX(F). Recall that a group is virtually abelian (resp. virtually solv-

 able) if it contains an abelian (resp. solvable) subgroup of finite index. For the
 rest of this section F is assumed not to be virtually abelian. The following result
 is due to Chuckrow [Chu]. The proof we give is essentially due to T. J0rgensen.

 PROPOSITION 11.4.6. The set DX(F) is closed in X(F).

 Proof In [J, Lemma 1 and proof of Proposition 1], J0rgensen shows that a

 representation p: F -* SL2(C) is discrete and faithful if and only if, for every
 pair of elements A, B of F which do not generate a virtually abelian subgroup of
 F, we have

 Itrace[p(A),p(B)] - 21 + Itracep(A)2 -41 2 1.

 Thus DX(F) consists of all points X E X(F) such that

 II[AB](X) - 21 + IIA(X) - 41 ? 1

 for every such pair A, B. 1

 Now let DX(F) denote the closure of DX(F) in X(F), and set B(DX(F))

 -DX(F) - DX(F).

 THEOREM 11.4.7. Every point in B(DX( F)) is a projectivized length func-

 tion defined by an action of F on a tree T with the property that the stabilizer in
 F of every non-degenerate interval in T is virtually abelian.

 The proof of Theorem 11.4.7 will follow easily from the next result, which

 will also be used in Part 111.3. In what follows, we let V denote an irreducible

 algebraic subset of X( F), and we retain the notation of the discussion preceding
 the statement of Lemma 11.4.5.

 THEOREM 11.4.8. Let (xi) be a k-pre-valuating sequence in V, tending to
 infinity in V, such that xi E DX(F) for every i. Let v be a valuation of k(V)
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 compatible with (xi), and set U(v-) = b. Then b is a projectivized length
 function defined by an action of F on a tree T with the property that the
 stabilizer in F of every non-degenerate segment in T is virtually abelian. If v is a
 discrete rank-i valuation we may take T to be simplicial, and we may take the
 action of F on T to be induced by an action without phantom inversions on the
 underlying Z-tree.

 Proof: Since x0 E DX( F), F is in particular isomorphic to a discrete
 subgroup of SL2(C). By a theorem due to Minkowski and Selberg (see [Sel]), F
 contains a subgroup F' of finite index which is torsion-free. Furthermore, since
 FP is discrete and torsion-free, all its virtually solvable subgroups are abelian.

 We apply Lemma 11.4.5 to describe b as a projectivized length function
 defined by an action of F on a tree T, with the property that if 1' is a subgroup

 acting trivially on a non-degenerate segment in T, then v-((I, I V) - 2) > O for
 every y E [F0, F0]. A fortiori we have v((I IV) -2) > O for every y E [10, F0].

 Since v is compatible with (xi) this means that limi i I,(xi) = 2 for every
 -yE [ 17, 170]I.

 We must show that the stabilizer rA c F of a non-degenerate segment in T
 is virtually abelian. Clearly FA has a subgroup 1' of index < 2 which acts

 trivially on A. If FA is not virtually abelian, then IF = F0 n IF' is non-abelian.
 Since virtually solvable subgroups of F' are abelian, F1 is non-solvable and hence
 [F1, F1] is non-abelian. Let y, 6 be non-commuting elements of [F1, F1]. Then y
 and 8 generate a non-abelian subgroup of F', which is therefore not virtually
 solvable.

 From J0rgensen's inequality, as reformulated in the proof of Proposition
 11.4.6 above, we have for all i:

 lI[Y8 -(xi) -21 + -IY(xi)2-41 > 1.

 But I[13](xi) -*2 and I,(xi) -*2 as i -* o, since y,8 E [To',F0]. This con-
 tradiction proves that FA is virtually abelian.

 The last assertion of the theorem follows from the last assertion of Lemma
 11.4.5. D

 Proof of Theorem 11.4.7. Let b E B(DX(1F)) be given. In the compactifica-
 tion X(rF), let (xi) i be a sequence of points of DX( F) converging to b. After
 passing to a subsequence we may assume that all the xi lie in a single component
 V of X(F). In terms of the map 6: V -* 9 that was used to define the

 compactification in Part 1.3, the convergence of xi to b means that xi -* o in V
 and O(xi) -) b in S. After passing to a further subsequence we may assume that
 (xi) is a k-pre-valuating sequence (? 1.2) in V. Then by Proposition 1.2.5 there is a
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 valuation v of k(V) compatible with (xi), and by Lemma 1.3.5 we have

 U(v5) = b. The conclusion of the theorem now follows from Theorem 11.4.8. LI

 III. Teichmuller space

 In Section 1 we reconsider classical Teichmiiller space and show that it may

 be regarded in a natural way as a connected component of a real algebraic set. In

 Section 3 we apply the results of Part 11.4 to describe the set of ideal points of a

 natural compactification of this set; this is equivalent to Thurston's theorem that

 "measured laminations form the boundary of Teichmiiller space." This depends

 on a study of certain kinds of actions of surface groups on trees which is carried

 out in Section 2.

 111.1. The real algebraic structure of Teichmuller space

 Throughout this chapter, S will denote a compact, connected, orientable

 2-manifold of negative Euler characteristic; dS may or may not be empty. We

 shall write F for 7T,(S), in terms of a fixed but implicit basepoint in int S. We
 denote the components of dS by b1,... , bk (k ? 0); and for 1 < i < k we
 choose an element P3i E F whose conjugacy class is defined by a generator of
 71(bi). The Pi are chosen so that Pi 1*Ak E [F, F].

 The condition x(S) < 0 guarantees that S has a complete hyperbolic metric

 of finite area. Hence there is a discrete, faithful representation p: F -* PSL2(R)
 such that each -(f/i) is parabolic, i.e. is the coset of an element of trace 2 in
 SL2(R). Any such representation - lifts to a discrete faithful representation p:

 F -r SL2(R) such that tracep(f3i) = +2 for 1 < i < k. (See, for example, [CS,
 Proposition 3.1.1].)

 Now recall from Part 11.4 that the representations of F in SL2(C) are

 identified with the points of a complex affine algebraic set R(F). Clearly R( F) is

 defined over Q and hence over R. The set R R(F) of real points of R( F) consists

 of the representations of F in SL2(R). Likewise, the complex algebraic set

 RP(F) = {p E R(F): tracep(/.i) = ? 2 for < i < k}

 is defined over Q, and its set of real points is RP(F) = RP(F) n RR(r). We shall
 let DR( F) denote the subset of R(F) consisting of discrete faithful representa-

 tions. Thus DRP( F) = DR( F) n RPR( F) consists of all discrete, faithful represen-

 tations p of F in SL2(R) such that tracep(fi) = +2 for 1 < i < k. In this
 section we shall show that DRP( F) is a union of connected components of the

 real algebraic set RP( F). Moreover, if t: R(F) -* X(F) is the natural map
 discussed in Part 1I.4, we shall show that t(DRP( F)) is a union of connected
 components of a real algebraic subset of X( F), and that any of these components
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 is canonically identified with the classical Teichmiiller space $'(S) of the surface

 int S. This will make it possible, in Section 3, to apply the theory of Part 1.4 to

 &T(S).

 The set X(F) is an algebraic subset of some affine space C N, and by
 Proposition 11.4.1 it is defined over Q and hence over R. We denote by XR(F)

 the real algebraic set X(F) n RN. Likewise,

 XP(F) = {x E X(F): IO(X) = +2, 1 < i < n}

 is an algebraic set in CN defined over Q, since the functions I-Y y E F, are
 defined by integer polynomials in the coordinates. (See [CS, ? 1].) We denote by

 XP( F) the real algebraic set XP( F) n RN = XP( F) n XR(]F). Clearly RP( F)
 t'(XP(F)) and t(RR(F)) c XR(F). Hence t(RP(F)) C XP(IF).

 Note that t(RR(F)) is not in general equal to XR(F). In fact, if p is a

 representation of F in SU(2) then t(p) E XR(F); but t(p) 0 t(RR(F)) unless p
 is reducible. The following proposition shows that these are the only types of

 characters in XR(F) - t(RR(R)). The argument presented below was worked
 out with the help of Hyman Bass.

 PROPOSITION 111.1.1. Every element of XR(]F) is the character of a represen-

 tation of F in SL2(R) or SU(2).

 Proof Let x E XR(F) be given, and set X = Xp, p e R(F). If p is reduci-
 ble, we may take p( F) to consist of upper triangular matrices. Since x(F) c R,
 the diagonal entries of each matrix in p( F) either are real or have absolute value

 1. Since the set of all upper-left-hand entries of matrices in p( F) is closed under

 multiplication, it follows that the diagonal entries of the matrices in p( F) are

 either all real or all of absolute value 1. Hence if p' is a diagonal representation

 having the same character as p, either p'(F) c SL2(R) or p'(F) c SU(2).

 Now suppose that p is irreducible. Then the subgroup p( F) of SL2(C) acts

 irreducibly on the vector space C2. The "Burnside Lemma" (see [B, Lemma 1.2]
 for example) then asserts, first, that F spans the algebra M2(C) of all 2 X 2

 complex matrices as a C-vector space; and second, that there is a basis (ei) < i < 4
 of M2(C) such that each element of F has the form E4= 1ajej, where each ai is
 the trace of an element of F. In particular, since Xp E XR(]F), the ai are real.
 Hence F is contained in the R-linear span of e1, .. , e4. Combining this with the

 first assertion of the Burnside Lemma we conclude that e I,..., e4 form an
 R-basis for the R-linear span A of F in M2(C), which is clearly an R-algebra.

 Hence M2(C) = C ? RA. Since M2(C) is a simple C-algebra (i.e. has no two-sided
 ideals) it follows that A is a simple R-algebra. By Wedderburn's classification of

 simple rings [CR, Theorem 26.4], A is isomorphic to a full matrix algebra over
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 some division algebra over R. By counting dimensions we see at once that A

 either is isomorphic to M2(R) or is a 4-dimensional division algebra over R.

 If A is a division algebra, we consider the homomorphism 4 from the

 multiplicative group A - {01 into the multiplicative group R+ of positive reals

 defined by 4(h) = Idet hj. Since 4(Xh) = X24(h) for X E R, the kernel K of 4
 is compact. As a compact subgroup of GL2(C), K is conjugate to a subgroup of

 SU(2). Clearly p( F) c K, and the proof in this case is complete. (Note that we

 have shown that in this case A is conjugate by an element of GL2(C) to the

 standard quaternion algebra in M2(C).)

 There remains the case A M2(R). In this case we claim that A c M2(C)

 is actually conjugate to M2(R) c M2(C) by an element of GL2(C). To show this,

 note that since A is abstractly isomorphic to M2(R), it contains a left ideal I of

 real dimension 2, and that I is non-central in A. Hence I c A c M2(C) contains

 a non-scalar matrix, and therefore Iv Z C v for some v E C 2. Clearly Iv is a

 2-dimensional real subspace of C2, invariant under A, and spanning C2 as a
 C-vector space. It follows at once that A is conjugate to a sub-algebra of M2(R),

 and since it has dimension 4, it must be conjugate to all of M2(R) as claimed.

 Hence p(F) is conjugate by an element of GL2(C) to a subgroup of SL2(R). E

 Set DRR(F) = DR(F) n RR(r) and DRP(F) = DR(F) n RP(F). Recall
 that a complex algebraic set, such as R(F) or X(F), is in general understood to

 be endowed with the classical topology.

 LEMMA 111.1.2. The set DRP( F) is contained in the interior of DRP( F)

 relative to RP(F).

 Proof According to [M, Theorem 9.1 (or Lemma 9.2)], an element p of

 DRP(F) belongs to the interior of DRP( F) provided that (i) every 3 E_ F for

 which trace p(,/) = ? 2 is conjugate to one of the fli, and (ii) the image of p(F)
 in PSL2(C) has a non-empty set of discontinuity in S2 and a finite-sided

 fundamental polyhedron in hyperbolic 3-space. In the "fuchsian" case when
 p E DR P(F), these conditions are readily verified. [

 Recall that in Part 11.4 we defined DX(F) to be the subset of X(F)
 consisting of all characters of discrete faithful representations of F in SL2(C).

 Thus DX( F) = t(DR(F)). Let us write DXR(]F) for DX(F) n XR(F), DXP( F)
 for DX(F) n XP(F), and DXP(F) for DX(F) n XP(F).

 LEMMA 111.1.3. We have t-'(DX( F)) = DR( F); and every representation

 in DR(F) is irreducible.

 Proof The second assertion follows from the fact that F is a non-solvable

 group, which in turn follows from the hypothesis X(S) < 0. As for the first
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 assertion, it is obvious that DR( F) c t-'(DX(r)). Conversely, if p E

 t-'(DX(r)), then Xp = XP for some p' E DR(r). Since p' is irreducible, it
 follows from [CS, Proposition 1.5.2] that p and p' are equivalent and hence that

 p E DR(r). D]

 PROPOSITION III.1.4. We have t(DRR(F)) = DXR(r).

 Proof Obviously t(DRR(F)) c DXR(r). Conversely, let X E DXR(r) be
 given. By Proposition 111.1.1 and Lemma 111.1.3, either X E t(DRR(F)) or X is
 the character of a discrete, faithful representation of r in SU(2). But no such

 representation can exist since r is infinite and SU(2) is compact.

 COROLLARY 111.1.5. We have t(DRP(r)) = DXP(r). D
 PROPOSITION 111.1.6. The set DRP(r) is a union of some set of connected

 components of the real algebraic set RR( F).

 Proof: By Proposition II.4.6, DX(r) is a closed subset of X(r). Hence by

 Lemma I11.1.3, DR(r) is a closed subset of R(r). It follows at once that
 DRP(r) is a closed subset of RP(r). On the other hand, it follows from Lemma

 111.1.2 that DRP(r) is also an open subset of RP(r).

 Our next goal is to prove that t(DRP(r)), which by Corollary 111.1.5 is

 equal to DXP(r), is a union of connected components of XP(r). The proof

 depends on the following lemma. According to [CS, Lemma 1.4.2], there is a
 (closed) algebraic set Y c X(r) such that t-'(Y) is precisely the set of all

 reducible representations in R( r).

 LEMMA 111.1.7. Let U be a subset of X(F) - Y such that t-'(U) is open in

 R(F). Then U is open in X(F).

 Proof: Suppose to the contrary that there is a sequence (Xi)i > 0 in X(F) - U
 converging to a point X e U. Since X 0 Y, we have X = Xp for some irreducible
 p E R(F), and it follows from [CS, Lemma 1.5.1] that there exist elements

 g, h E F such that X(g) = trace p(g) 0 +2 and such that the restriction of p to
 the subgroup A generated by g and h is irreducible. After a conjugation in

 GL2(C), we may assume that p(g) is a diagonal matrix

 (0 X-')
 Since pI zA is irreducible, p(h) is neither upper triangular nor lower triangular.
 After conjugating by a diagonal matrix we may assume in addition that p(h) has

 the form (a Ij), where c # 0. Note also that by [CS, Proposition 1.5.5], the
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 irreducibility of pjA implies that X(ghg-lh-') # 2. After passing to a sub-
 sequence we may assume that Xi(g) =A +2 and that Xi(ghg-lh-1) = 2 for
 i 2 0.

 Let pi be a representation with the character Xi- Then Pi E t- '(X( r) - U).

 Since Xi(g) # +2, we may assume that pi(g) is a diagonal matrix - 1).

 Since xi(g) X(g), we may assume (after further conjugating certain of the pi

 by ( 1)) that X X. Now forany y E F, if

 P(Y)= (Xz Yi) and p(-Y) X(

 then Xi(yg) = Xxi + X-1wi and X(yg) = Xx + X-1w. Likewise xi(yg2) = X2ix
 + X-2w1 and x(yg2) = X2x + X-2w. Since Xi(yg) -- X(yg) and Xi(yg2)
 x(yg2) and XA + 1, it follows easily that xi -4 x and wi -- w.

 On the other hand, the condition X i(ghg -1h-1) = 2 implies that pi I A is
 irreducible; hence pi(h) is neither upper triangular nor lower triangular. After
 conjugating by a diagonal matrix we may assume that

 pi(h) = ( J). where c # 0.

 By taking y = h in the above argument we see that ai - a and di -4 d; since
 pi(h) and p( h) have determinant 1 it follows that ci -- c.

 Now consider an arbitrary element y E F. Again write

 p(y) (z w) and piY)= xi Yi)

 We have Xi(hy) = aixi + cAy1 + zi + diiw, and X(hy) = ax + cy + z + dw.
 Since Xi(hy), ai, di, xi and wi converge to X(hy), a, d, x, and w, it follows
 that ciyi + zi converges to cy + z. Likewise, since xiwi - yizi = xw - yz = 1,
 yiZi converges to yz. But ci -> c; hence the product (ciyi)zi, as well as the sum
 cA + zi, converges. Therefore the sequences (ciyi) and (zi) are bounded.
 Hence (pi(y)) is bounded in SL2(C). Since F is finitely generated, after passing
 to a subsequence we may assume that lim pi(y) exists for every y in a generating

 set, and hence that pi converges to a representation p' e R(F). Clearly XP, =
 limi Xi = X, so that p' G t-'(U); since t-'(U) is open in R(F) this implies
 that pi E1 t 1( U) and hence X I E U for large i, a contradiction. D

 PROPOSITION 111.1.8. The set t(DRP( F)) = DXP(F) is a union of connected

 components of the real algebraic set XP(F).

 Proof According to Proposition 11.4.6, DX(F) is a closed subset of X(F);
 hence DXP(F) is a closed subset of XP(F). It remains to show that DXP(F) is
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 also open in XP(F). Let W denote the interior of the DRP(F) relative to RP(F).

 By Lemma 111.1.2 we have DRP(F) c W. By Lemma 111.1.3, every representa-

 tion in W is irreducible. In particular, U = t(W) is disjoint from Y. By [CS,

 Proposition 1.5.2], every representation in R(I) having the same character as a
 representation p E W is equivalent to p, and hence belongs to W. Thus

 W = t 1(U). Since W is open in R(F), Lemma 111.1.7 implies that U is open in

 X(F). But DXP(F) = t(DRP(F)) c t(W) = U, whereas U n XP(F) c
 DXP(F) rn XP(F) = DXP(F). Hence DXP(F) = U n XP(F). Since U is open in

 X(F), DXP (F) is indeed open in XP(F). D

 (111.1.9). In order to describe Teichmuller space from this point of view, we

 next construct natural free actions of the finite abelian group H'(F; Z/2) on

 DR P( F) and DXP( F). We interpret an element h of H '( F; Z/2) as a homomor-

 phism h: F -r Z/2. The action H'(F;Z/2) X DRP(F) -* DRP(F) is given by
 (h, p) -* p', where p'(y) = (-l)h(Y)p(y) for each y e F. It is clear that two
 representations in DRP(F) lie in the same H'(F; Z/2)-orbit if and only if they

 define the same representation in PSL2(R) (via composition with the quotient

 homomorphism SL2(R) -* PSL2(R)). Since F is torsion-free, every representation
 in DRP(F) defines a discrete, faithful representation of F in PSL2(R). On the

 other hand, we observed above that every discrete, faithful representation of F in

 PSL2(R) is defined by a representation in DRP(F). Thus there is a canonical

 bijection between the orbit set DRP(F)/H'(F;Z/2) and the set of discrete,

 faithful representations of F in PSL2(R) under which /1,.. , /3k are represented
 by parabolic elements of PSL2(R).

 The action of H'(F;Z/2) on DRP(F) induces a free action on DX( F)

 given by (h, X) -- X', where X'(Y) = (- 1)h(y)x(y) for each y E F. By Lemma
 111.1.3 and [CS, Proposition 1.5.2], two representations in DRP(F) have the same

 image under t if and only if they are equivalent. Hence there is a canonical

 bijection between the orbit set DXP(F)/H'(F; Z/2) and the set of all equiv-

 alence classes of representations of F in PSL2(R) under which the 8i are
 represented by parabolic elements. This latter set will be denoted by the symbol

 ~= T().
 Let us examine the action of H'(F; Z/2) on DXP( F) a bit more closely.

 Since F is torsion-free, no element of F can be represented by an element of

 order 4 in SL2(C) by a faithful representation; thus no I-Y y yE- F, can take the
 value 0 on DXP(F). Hence the signs of the functions I, are constant on each

 connected component of DXP( F). It follows that H'(F; Z/2) acts freely on the
 (finite) set of connected components of the real algebraic set DXP(F).

 We have a canonical bijection between DXP(F)/H'(F; Z/2) and the
 Teichmiiller space ST(S). In particular, Y(S) has a natural topology. Let us
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 describe this topology more directly. Since the functions IY, y E W, are continu-
 ous on X(F), and include the coordinates of the affine space containing X(F),

 F(S) has the weakest topology in which the Iy are all continuous. It follows
 easily that Y(S) has the weakest topology in which the functions [p]

 Itracep(y)l are continuous for all y E F; here [p] denotes the equivalence class
 of the representation p: F -r PSL2(C) and Itrace xl, x E PSL2(C), denotes the
 common absolute value of the traces of the representatives of x in SL2(C).

 More geometrically we can regard a discrete, faithful representation

 p: F -> PSL2(R) as defining a hyperbolic surface Sp = H2/p(F). It is well-known
 that the p(/3i) (1 < i < k) are parabolic if and only if (i) Sp hs finite area and (ii)
 the natural isomorphism between F = -r,(int S) and r7,((SP) is induced by a
 homeomorphism between int S and SP.

 Given y E F, the infimum of the lengths of the closed curves in Sp defining

 the conjugacy class of p(y) in p(F) is ,( p) = 2logA, where A = A (I tracep(y)I
 + (tracep(y))2 - 4) is the larger of the absolute values of the characteristic

 roots of the hyperbolic element p(y) E PSL2(R).

 Given a second representation p': F -r SL2(R) equivalent to p, the hyper-
 bolic surfaces Sp and Sp, are canonically isometric. Thus i(p) depends only on
 the equivalence class of p, and the 1, may be regarded as functions on Y(S). It
 is now clear that the topology we have defined on SY(S) is the weakest topology
 in which the 1, are all continuous. The set SY(S) with the topology just described
 is classically called the Teichmuller space of int S.

 It is well-known that S(S) is homeomorphic to a Euclidean space. In
 particular it is connected. This shows that the quotient DXP( r)/H'(r; Z/2) is
 connected, and that the action of H '(F; Z/2) on the set of connected compo-
 nents of DX R( F) is transitive as well as free. Thus, each of the connected

 components of DXP(F), which by Proposition 111.1.8 are also connected compo-

 nents of XP(F), is naturally identified with _Y(S).

 111.2. Geometric length functions

 By a system of essential curves in S we shall mean a closed 1-manifold

 C c int S such that no component of C bounds a disc in S and no component of

 C is parallel to a component of dS. (Note that C may have mutually parallel
 components.)

 If (S, p) denotes the universal cover of S, then for any system C of essential

 curves in S5 C = p -l(C) is a proper submanifold of S. We define an abstract

 simplicial complex T as follows: The vertices of T correspond to the connected

 components of S - C, the edges correspond to the components of C, and a

 vertex v is incident to an edge e if and only if the component of C correspond-
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 ing to e is contained in the closure of the component of S-C corresponding to

 v. It is clear that T is 1-connected and may therefore be regarded as a Z-tree

 (Remark 11.1.11). Furthermore, the action of F on S induces a simplicial action

 on T, and hence an action by isometries on the complete real form TR of T,
 which is a simplicial tree in the sense of Part 11.4. Since S is orientable the

 components of C are two-sided and it follows that F acts on T without phantom

 inversions (11.2.11). Hence the action of F on T defines an integer-valued length

 function l on F (11.2.11). By Corollary 11.2.13, l is also the length function

 defined by the action of F on TR.

 (111.2.1). An action of F on a Z-tree or a simplicial tree will be called

 S-geometric if it arises from some system C of essential curves in S by the above
 construction. A length function associated to an S-geometric action of F on a

 simplicial tree will be called an S-geometric length function. (Thus in the present
 paper, S-geometric length functions are understood to arise from S-geometric

 actions on simplicial trees and thus to be integer-valued. In [MS2] we will
 generalize the notion of S-geometrical action to include actions on certain
 non-simplicial R-trees; these are associated with "measured laminations"' on S,

 and give rise to real-valued S-geometric length functions.)

 (111.2.2). There is a more direct description of the S-geometric length
 function associated with a system C of essential curves in S. Given y E F, we

 define the geometric intersection number (y, C) to be the minimum number of
 points of f '(C), where f ranges over all maps from S' to S which are
 transverse to C and are in the homotopy class corresponding to the conjugacy

 class of y.

 PROPOSITION 111.2.3. If C is a system of essential curves in S, the length

 function associated to C is given by l(y) = (y, C) for all y e F.

 Proof By definition, 1(y) = min d(v, yv), where v ranges over the vertices
 of the 1-connected 1-complex described above. If v correspond to a component

 K of S - C, d(v, yv) is the minimum number of transverse intersections with C

 of a path in S having one endpoint in K and one in yK. The assertion now

 follows from elementary covering-space theory and the definition of (-y, C). D-

 COROLLARY 111.2.4. For any y E F, any integer n, and any system C of

 essential curves in S, we have ( y n, C) = In I ( -y, C).

 Proof: It follows from Theorem 11.2.3 that for a length function 1 on a group

 F we have l(yfn) = InIl(y). C]
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 From the same point of view we can prove the following moderately

 well-known result, which will be used in Section 3.

 PROPOSITION 111.2.5. Let C be an essential curve system in S. Let f: S' - S
 be a map transverse to C, and let y E F be an element of the conjugacy class

 corresponding to the homotopy class off. Then the number of points off 1(C) is

 greater than (y, C) if and only if some connected component of f '(S - C) is
 an arc a such that fla- is homotopic to an immersion of a in C, by a homotopy
 constant on da and supported in the manifold obtained by splitting S along C.

 Proof. "If" is clear. Conversely, assume that no such a exists. If f(Sl) n C

 - 0, clearly #f '(C) = ( y, C). Otherwise, there is a cell decomposition of S'
 such that for each 1-cell e of S', e n f '(C) consists of a single interior point of

 e; let R = 5' be given the induced cell decomposition. Let f: R -- S be a map
 covering f. Define a map jo from the 0-skeleton of R to the 0-skeleton of the tree
 T associated to C by letting jo(v) denote the vertex of T corresponding to the

 component of S - C containing f(v). Clearly jo extends to a cellular map j:
 R -4 T which maps each 1-cell of R homeomorphically onto a 1-simplex of T.
 Our assumption on the map f implies that j maps adjacent 1-cells of R to

 distinct 1-simplices of T; thus j is locally 1-1 and since T is a tree, j is 1-1. Thus

 j(R) is isomorphic to R. Clearly j(R) is invariant under y and y I j(R) is a
 translation (? 11.2) of length n = #f '(C). Hence by Theorem 11.2.3, we have

 1(y) = n, and so n = (y, C) by Proposition 111.2.3. D-

 The main result of this section is a characterization, among all simplicial

 actions of F on simplicial trees, of the S-geometric actions. Observe that for the

 S-geometric action of F on the simplicial tree T associated to a system C of

 essential curves, the stabilizer of every edge of T is conjugate to the image of

 71r( c) in 7r,( S) for some component c of C; in particular each edge-stabilizer is
 infinite cyclic. Observe also that each f8i is contained in the image of 7r,(Ki) in
 7r,(S) for some component Ki of S - C, and therefore that each f3i stabilizes a
 vertex of T. Conversely:

 THEOREM III.2.6. Let F act simplicially on a simplicial tree T. Suppose that

 each fi3 fixes some vertex of T, and that the stabilizer in F of each edge of T is
 cyclic. Then there is a simplicial subtree To of T, invariant under the action of
 F, such that the action of F on To is S-geometric. In particular, the length
 function defined by the action of F on T is S-geometric.

 Note that the edge stabilizers could a priori be trivial; part of the conclusion

 of the theorem is that the stabilizers of edges in the invariant subtree To are in
 fact infinite cyclic. Note also that the conclusion implies that the length function
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 is integer-valued. This is not completely obvious a priori since F could conceiv-

 ably act with phantom inversions on the 0-skeleton of T, which is a Z-tree.
 The proof of Theorem 111.2.6 given below, while self-contained, is motivated

 by ideas due to Stallings [St] and Bass-Serre [Ser]. It uses the following elemen-

 tary fact, whose proof is a standard exercise:

 LEMMA III.2.7. Let R be a compact, connected orientable 2-manifold with

 boundary. Let K denote the universal cover of R. Suppose that there is a

 non-trivial covering transformation of R which leaves two distinct components of

 dR invariant. Then R is an annulus. C]

 Proof of Theorem 111.2.6. Fix a piecewise-linear structure on S. Then the

 universal cover S inherits a piecewise-linear structure, and the natural action of F

 on S is PL. Since T is a contractible complex, there is a F-equivariant PL map f:

 S -* T. We may take f to be simplicial with respect to the given triangulation of
 T and some F-invariant triangulation of S. This implies in particular that (i) f is

 transverse to the midpoint of every edge of T. Since each fi fixes a vertex of T,
 we may also suppose f to be chosen so as to map each component of AS to a
 vertex of T. In particular this implies that (ii) f(dS) does not contain the

 midpoint of any edge of T.

 For any F-equivariant PL map ft S -4 T satisfying (i) and (ii), there is an
 induced PL map f: S -- T/F which is transverse to the midpoints of edges of
 T/F; moreover, f(d S) does not contain the midpoint of any edge of T. Thus if X
 denotes the set of all midpoints of edges of T/F, then f '(X) is a closed PL
 1-manifold in int S. Among all F-equivariant PL maps satisfying (i) and (ii), let us

 choose one, fo, for which fo '(X) has the smallest possible number of compo-
 nents. Then C = fo '(X) is an essential system of curves. (Indeed, suppose that C
 has a component C0 that bounds a disc D in S; then if D' is a small disc

 neighborhood of D in int S, and p: S -- S is the covering projection, we can find

 a F-equivariant PL map fA: S -> T satisfying (i) and (ii) and agreeing with fA on
 S p - '(D'), such that f- '(X) = fo '(X) - C0. This contradicts the definition
 of fo. Similarly, fo '(X) has no boundary-parallel components.)

 The system C of essential curves defines a geometric action of F on a

 simplicial tree To. Let us define a F-equivariant map j:T0 -o T as follows. Each
 vertex v of To corresponds to a component Uv of S - C, where C = p - l(C). The
 set fo(Uv) is connected and does not contain the midpoint of any edge of T.
 Hence fo(Uv) is contained in the star of a unique vertex v' of T. Set jo(v) = v';
 thus jo maps the 0-skeleton of To to the 0-skeleton of T. Since fo is transverse to
 the midpoints of the edges of T, it is clear that j0 extends to a simplicial map

 j: To -- T and that j maps each 1-simplex of To onto a 1-simplex of T.
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 We claim that j is 1-1. It obviously suffices to check that jIA is 1-1 for any
 simplicial arc A C To; and since T is a simplicial tree it is enough to check that
 j IA is locally 1-1, i.e. that j cannot map two adjacent edges of A onto the same
 edge of T. Thus we need only show that if U is a component of S-C then fA
 cannot map two components B1 and B2 of AU to the midpoint of the same edge

 e of T.

 If this situation does occur, then for i = 1,2, p(Bi) is a component of C;
 hence there is a non-trivial yi E F such that yi(Bi) = Bi. By the equivariance of
 j, yi stabilizes e. As the stabilizer of e is cyclic by hypothesis, there exist
 non-zero integers n1, n2 such that y1l = yj2 = y, where y =A1 since F is
 torsion-free. Now we may identify U with the universal cover of some connected

 component R of the 2-manifold obtained by splitting S along C. Since y clearly

 stabilizes B1 and B2, it must stabilize U, and y I U is a non-trivial covering
 transformation of A that stabilizes B1 and B2. By Lemma 111.2.7, R is an
 annulus.

 Now let R' be a small regular neighborhood of the annulus R. Since fo
 maps the two components of dR to the same point p(e), which is the midpoint

 of an edge T/F, we can find a F-equivariant map f: S -- T satisfying (i) and (ii)

 and agreeing with fA on S - p - '(R'), and inducing a map f: S -- T/F such that
 f '(X) = Jo '(X) - dR. This contradiction to the defining minimality property
 of fo establishes the claim that j is 1-1.

 It follows at once that the action of F on the invariant subtree j(T0) C T is

 S-geometric. By Proposition 11.2.12, applied with A = A' = R and j(TO) = T',
 the length function defined by the action of F on T is S-geometric. LI

 111.3. The Thurston boundary

 In Part 111.1.9 we showed how to identify the Teichmiiller space ~s(S) with

 any connected component of DXP(F). By Proposition 111.1.8 these components

 are also connected components of the set of real points of the complex algebraic

 subset XP(F) of the character variety X(F). According to the discussion in Part

 11.4, the countable indexed family (IY)7Y, where W denotes the set of con-
 jugacy classes in T, generates the coordinate ring C[X(F)]. Hence, the family

 Y= (IIXPf(F)),.. generates C[XP(F)]. As in Part 1.3, the family 5 defines a
 map 0 from XP(F) to the space 9 obtained by projectivizing the power space

 [0, x)'. This produces a compactification XP(F) = XP(F) U BP(F). The identifi-
 cation of SY(S) with any given component of DXP(F) induces a compactification

 of SY(S). The map 0: DXP(F) -- 9 is easily seen to commute with the action of
 H'(F; Z/2) on DXR( F) (see 111.1.9). Since H'(F; Z/2) acts transitively on the
 set of connected components, permuting the identifications of Y(S) with these
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 components, all the above compactifications of Y(S) are identified. We denote

 this compactification $-(S) = Y(S) U B( T(S)). The space ( (S) is called the
 Thurston compactification of Y-(S), and B($'77(S)) is the Thurston boundary.

 According to the construction in 1.3, B(13T(S)) is a subset of Y. Recall from

 11.4.2 that each action of F on a tree (= R-tree) with no fixed point determines a

 projectivized length function in 9. According to 111.2.1, every essential system C

 of curves in S determines an (integer-valued) S-geometric length function; if

 C 0 0, C clearly defines a projectivized (integral) S-geometric length function in

 B'. The following result will follow easily from what has been proved in the

 earlier sections.

 PROPOSITION 111.3.1. Each point of B(Y(S)) is a projectivized length

 function defined by an action of F on a tree for which (i) the stabilizer of each

 nondegenerate arc is cyclic and (ii) each /8i (1 < i < k) stabilizes some point.
 There is a dense subset of B(Y( (S)) consisting of projectivized S-geometric length
 functions.

 Proof. Since 3-(S) is identified with a connected component of the real

 algebraic set XP(F), the proof of Corollary 1.4.5 shows that Y(S) is a finite

 union Up= C,, where (in the notation of ? 1.4) each CP is a connected compo-
 nent* of W - E(W) for some irreducible real-algebraic subset W of XP(F). If

 Q is any subset of XP(F) we shall follow the notation of Chapter I by writing 9

 for the closure of Q in XP(F) and B(Q) for Q - Q. Then B(Y(S))=
 UP -B(CP). Hence it is enough to prove the proposition with Cp in place of
 IT(S). Let us fix a value of p < s and set C = Cp. Then C is a connected
 component* of some W - E(W), and Wc is an irreducible (complex) algebraic
 subset of XP(F) and hence of X(F).

 Let k be a countable subfield of R such that w= (IYIW) c k[W]
 and Yw generates k[W] as a k-algebra. (It follows rather easily from Proposi-
 tion 11.4.1 that we could take k = Q.) We may define a subset SO of the abstract

 Riemann surface of k(W) and a map U: SO -* as in Part 1.3, and a subset SOc
 of SO as in Part 1.4. According to Proposition 1.4.2, we have U(S;) = B(C). By
 the definition of Soc this means that each point b of B(C) has the form U(v),
 where v is a valuation of k(W) defined by a k-valuating sequence (xj)j2(?
 tending to infinity in C. But C C Y((S) C DX(F), by the definition of Y((S) as a
 subset of XP(F). Hence x; E DXP(F); and by Theorem 11.4.8, b is a projecti-

 *In the case that S is closed, it follows easily from [G, Theorem 26], [Mul, Proposition 0.9],
 and the parenthetical discussion following the proof of Proposition II.4.1 that Y(S) consists of

 smooth points. Thus the decomposition of 5' (S) into the CP is unnecessary. The analogue of
 [G, Theorem 26] when dS / 0 is surely true, but to our knowledge it has not appeared in print.
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 vized length function, defined by an action of F on a tree with the property that

 the stabilizer in F of every non-degenerate interval in the tree is virtually abelian.

 Since x(S) < 0, all virtually abelian subgroups of F = grj(S) are cyclic. Thus b is
 defined by an action satisfying Condition (i) of the proposition.

 On the other hand, since x e XP(F), we have I,,,(xj) = +2 for all j ? 0
 and i = 1,... , k. Since v is defined by (xi) it follows that v(Ii) = 0 and hence

 that v-(I,,) = 0. But by the definition of U we have b = U(i5)=
 [-min(O, v3( Y))] 7,, .. Hence any length function 1 defining b takes the value 0
 on 181, . . . f3k; i.e. any action defining b satisfies Condition (ii) of the proposition.
 This proves the first assertion.

 In the case where v- is a discrete, rank-i valuation, Theorem 11.4.8 also

 asserts that the action defining b and satisfying (i) and (ii) may be taken to be an

 action on a simplicial tree T induced by an action on a Z-tree without phantom

 inversions. It then follows from Condition (ii) that each f3i fixes a vertex of T.
 Condition (i) and Theorem 111.2.6 now imply that the action of F on T defines an

 S-geometric length function, and hence that b = U(v-) is a projectivized S-geo-

 metric length function. But according to Theorem 1.4.4, the points of the form

 U( 3), for discrete, rank-i valuations v E S', constitute a dense subset of B(C).
 This establishes the second assertion of the proposition. D-

 The second assertion of Proposition 111.3.1 can be sharpened as follows.

 THEOREM 111.3.2. The set B(Y'(S)) is the closure in 9 of the set of all
 projectivized S-geometric length functions.

 (111.3.3). The proof of Theorem 111.3.2 occupies the rest of this section. It

 uses Proposition 111.3.1 in combination with a study of the action of the mapping

 class group ,4 = 4(S). This group may be defined as the subgroup of the outer

 automorphism group Out(F) consisting of outer automorphisms induced by

 orientation-preserving self-homeomorphisms of S. The group ,4 acts on W, and

 hence has natural actions on 9 and on X(F). Furthermore, the set DXP(F) is

 invariant under the action of ,# on X(r), and the map 0: X(r) -> 9 is
 .4-equivariant. The action of ' on DX P( F') induces an action on

 DX P(F)/H'(F; Z/2) = -YT(S). (This is the classical action of the mapping-class
 group on Teichmiiler space.) Clearly the map 065(S): IY( S) -> 9 is 4-equiv-
 ariant. Hence the action of ,# on Y( S) extends to an action on T( S). In
 particular B( Y S)) is ,4-invariant.

 On the other hand, the set of projectivized S-geometric length functions is a

 subset of 9 which is clearly also invariant under the action of X4.
 For the rest of this section we fix an orientation of the surface S and an

 orientation of the standard annulus S1 X I, where I = [0, 1]. The orientation on
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 S' x I is chosen so that as one follows S1 x {0} along a path t- (eH t, 0) with
 t increasing, the annulus S1 x I lies to the right. If A c int S is an annulus and

 o is an integer, by a Dehn twist of weight o with support A we shall mean a

 homeomorphism h: S -- S given by h(t) = k68"k-'(t) for t E A, h(t) = t for
 t X A, where k: S1 x I -> A is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism and

 8: S' x I -* S' x I is the standard twist defined by 8(z, t) = e2S 7 tz, t). (Here
 A is of course understood to have the orientation induced from the orientation of

 S.) It is easy to see that any two Dehn twists of weight co with support A are

 isotopic. Now let C = C1 U ... U Cr be an essential system of curves on S, let

 Al'..., Ar be disjoint annular neighborhoods in int S of the components of C,
 and let co = (o1, . . ., cr) be an r-tuple of integers. If hi is a Dehn twist of weight
 coj with support Ai for i = 1,... ,r, we shall call the homeomorphism
 h. o ohr: S -- S a Dehn twist of weight co along C. Again, the Dehn twist of
 weight o along C is well-defined up to isotopy; we shall denote it by hw. The

 outer automorphism in 4 induced by hw will also be denoted by hw

 Recall from 111.2.2 that for y E F, (y, C) denotes the geometric intersec-
 tion number of y with the essential system C of curves in S. If J C S is a simple

 closed curve we shall write ( J, C) for (-y, C), where y c F is an element whose
 conjugacy class corresponds to J with some orientation; thus (J, C) is the
 minimal number of intersections of C with any curve isotopic to J. If D is a

 second system of essential curves in S, we set ( D, C) = Ej (J, C), where J
 ranges over the components of D.

 PROPOSITION 111.3.4. Let C = C1 U ... U Cr and D be essential systems of

 curves in S, let co = (1, ... ., Wr) be an r-tuple of positive integers, and let y C F
 be given. Then there is an integer constant p such that for all sufficiently large

 positive integers n we have
 r

 Kh w(y), D) = p ? n ( oiKYCi)KD, Ci),
 i=l

 where nc denotes the r-tuple (ncol,.. , ncor).

 Proof We shall say that a map f: S1 -- S is E-reduced, where E is an
 essential system of curves in S, if #f '(E) < # g - '(E) for every g in the
 homotopy class of f. (In particular f is then topologically transverse to E.) It

 follows from Proposition 111.2.4 that if f is E-reduced then it is also E'-reduced

 for any essential system of curves E' c E. We shall say that a simple closed

 curve J c int S is E-reduced if an embedding f: S' -- S with image J is
 E-reduced. It also follows from Proposition 111.2.4 that J fails to be E-reduced if

 and only if there is a disc D c intS such that D n (J U E) = aD = a U /3,
 where a and /B are arcs in J and E respectively and a n /3 = da = d,/. This
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 implies that if E and F are two essential systems of curves then F is isotopic to

 an essential system F' of curves such that each component of F' is E-reduced.

 We shall express this by saying that F' is E-reduced.

 Now let Al, . . ., Ar be disjoint annular neighborhoods in int S of the
 components of C; let Pi0 and P1' denote the components of dA i. Then
 pt = Pt U ... U Prt is an essential curve system isotopic to C for t = 0, 1. We
 shall denote the essential curve system P0 U P1 by P. We may assume, after

 modifying D by an isotopy, that D is P-reduced and hence Piteduced for
 t = 0, 1. After a further isotopy we may assume that no component of D is

 contained in any of the Ai . It then follows that for each i, D n Ai is a union of
 disjoint arcs, each of which has one endpoint in Pi' and one in P1'. Since D is
 Pi0-reduced, the number of these arcs is qi = (D, Pi0) = (D, Ci). We may
 identify each Ai with S' x I by an orientation-preserving homeomorphism in
 such a way that Pit = S1 x {t} for t = 0,1, and D n Ai = Qi X I, where
 Qi C S1 is a finite set of cardinality qi. The homeomorphism h j may then be
 taken to be the identity outside A1 U ... U Ar and to be the standard twist 6 n
 on each Ai.

 Set S* = S - int(Al U UAr). Let us say that a map f: S S is good
 if (i) f is P-reduced and (ii) for any P-reduced map g: 51 -> S homotopic to f
 we have #f-l(S* n D) < #g-l(S* n D). Clearly every map from S1 to S is
 homotopic to a good map. Furthermore, if f: S' S is good then so is h j o f
 for every integer n; for g- hn'of, #g-l(S* n D) < #(h nwof)-l(S* n D)
 would imply h-nw o g f and #(h -nw o g)-l(S* n D) < #f-l(S* n D).

 We now turn our attention to the given element y e F. If (y, C) = 0, then
 hn,(y) = y, and the conclusion of the proposition is obvious. Hence we assume

 (y, C) 0 0. Let f: S' -> S be a good map whose homotopy class corresponds to
 the conjugacy class of y. Since ( y, C) 0 0, f '(A i) is a disjoint union of arcs
 K1, .. I K si. Since f is P-reduced, each of the paths =JK) (1 < j < si) has
 one endpoint in Pi0 and one in Pi'. Since in particular f is Pi0-reduced for
 i = l,...,r, we have si = (y, Pi) = (y,Ci). We may identify each K!' with
 I =[0, 1] in such a way that 4ij(t) e Pit for t = 0, 1.

 For every n e Z, hcj o f is good. Furthermore, hCj o 4/, which we regard

 as a map from I =K to S1 x I = A i, is homotopic with endpoints fixed to a
 map 44n given by

 fip~(t) = (texp(27 I 1((ai + nci)t + bi))

 where the ai1 and b/ are real constants. Let gn: S5 S be defined to agree with
 hnj of on 5'-UKI and with 47 on Ki. Then gn is homotopic to hnj of and
 is itself good. Let N be a positive integer such that Nco + a j > 0 for all i and j.

 Clearly there are constants P7J such that n(4i (Ki) n D) = p + niqi for all
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 n ? N. (For n > N, the 44 n((K/) spiral in the counterclockwise direction in Ai
 from Pi0 to Pi'. Thus, augmenting n by 1 increases the intersection number by
 Wi qi.) Set p = p + #f '(D n S*). Clearly for n ? N we have

 r

 #g-'(D) = p + n qisi = p + n E(DC,)(yC,)
 n=1 i=1

 It remains to show that gn is D-reduced for n ? N.

 FI cuRE C

 As a preliminary to showing that gn is D-reduced, note that by definition
 47,ri is an embedding of K/ in A i, and A is divided into simply connected
 regions by (Qi x I) U 47n(K/). We shall call such a region a (j, n)-triangle if its
 boundary consists of one arc in Qi X I, the base, one arc in 44 l(K1), the
 hypotenuse, and one arc in Pi, the altitude. (See the shaded regions in the above
 picture.) Because of our choice of orientation for the Ai, if A is a (j, n)-triangle
 in Ai with n > N) it is clear that as one follows the base of A from its
 hypotenuse to its altitude, the triangle A lies to the left. This last observation will

 be crucial for showing that gn is D-reduced when n 2 N.
 Since gn is good, it is transverse to D and gJ(S') n D n P = 0. Suppose

 that gn is not D-reduced. Then by Proposition III.2.5, there exist a component
 a, which is an arc, of g- '(S - D), a component a of the manifold S' obtained

 by splitting S along D, and a homotopy G: a X I a-> , constant on A1, such that

 Go = gnla and G, is an immersion of a in D. We may take G to be transverse
 to P. Since P is an essential system of curves it is easy to eliminate all simple

 closed curve components of G-1(P). Thus we may suppose all components of

 G - '(P) to be arcs with endpoints in a X { 0, 1)}. Since gn is P-reduced, no
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 component of G - '(P) can have both endpoints in a x { 0). Since D is P-reduced

 and G1 is an immersion, it follows easily from Corollary III.2.4 that no compo-

 nent of G - 1( P) can have both endpoints in a X { 1 }. Hence, after a re-parametri-

 zation we may assume that G - l(P) = W X I for some finite set W C a.
 It is now obvious that if gn maps at least one endpoint of a into S * then we

 can modify gn, by a homotopy constant outside a small neighborhood of a, so as
 to reduce ? g - 1(S * n D). Since g is good, this is absurd.

 w x I

 Eo xO -VX1 EI
 a

 FicGuR D

 There remains the possibility that gn maps both endpoints of a into
 U 1Al. If G(a- xI) c Ai for some i, then gn(a) is a subarc of some 47J(K/)
 and is fixed-endpoint homotopic in Ai to a subarc of some component of Q X I;
 this is impossible by the definition of the 41 n. Hence G -(P) 0 0, i.e. W 0 .

 Let Eon El denote the endpoints of a, and for m = 0,1, let v,,l denote the
 closure of the component of a - W containing Ens,. (See Figure D above.) The
 point g n( En7) is contained in some A i(,,,) m = 0, 1. Thus g,1 I v71 is a path in
 Ai(III)* It is therefore a homeomorphism onto a subarc of 4 l,,,)( ,(K1(m)) for some
 j. It has one endpoint in D and the other in P (m1), and its interior misses D.
 Thus, g n( V,) is the hypotenuse of a (j, n )-triangle A in A ,(,,)' The map
 GI (v., x I) is a homotopy, relative to Emu, from this hypotenuse to an immersed
 arc in D n Ai(m)' During this homotopy the other endpoint x,.. of v,.. remains in

 Pi(,,) Hence, GIvn x { 1) is a homeomorphism onto the base of A. In particular,
 G(v,1 X I) lies to the left of D as we move along D rl Ai(m) from E to xrn,
 This means that the component a of S' containing G(a- XI) lies to the left of

 D C du as we move along D C Ai(, from EM to xm1. But this is absurd since
 these two arcs lie in the same component of D and have opposite orientations. El

 COROLLARY III.3.5. Let C = C, U ... U Cr and D be non-empty essential

 systems of curves on S, and let bc and bD be the corresponding projectivized
 S-geometric length functions. Assume that for i = 1, ... , r, KD, Ci) =k 0. Let
 w = (Wly fir) be the r-tuple defined by xi = Hj=i(D,Cj). Then h"711(bD)
 converges to bc in 9 as n -x oc.
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 Proof Let l and ID denote the S-geometric length functions corresponding
 to C and D. By Propositions III.2.3 and III.3.4 we have, for any y c F and for n

 sufficiently large,

 lD(hC (y)) = (h-nw(y), D) = (y, hnw(D))
 r

 = py + n E co(D,Cj)(y,C1)
 i~=1

 r / r\

 where p, does not depend on n. Hence if we fix yo e F with lc(yo) =A 0, then

 D(hc(Y)) + f ( l p D, Cj) (y, C)

 D(c n@(70)) Po+ n L H I ( D, Cj)) (-yo, Cj)

 r

 _i = 1 = ( y, C) = Is(Y)
 r (-~~y0,IC) lUy0)

 L(-Yo, Ci) (o ) I(O
 i= 1

 as n so. El

 Proof of Theorem III.3.2. By Proposition III.3.1, the set A of all projecti-

 vized S-geometric length functions in B( SY(S)) is dense in B( $7(S)). (In par-
 ticular A 0 0 since SY(S) is not compact.) It remains to show that every

 projectivized S-geometric length function is in A. By III.3.3, A C 9 is invariant
 under S1. By Corollary III.3.5, if C = C1 u ... U Cr and D are two essential

 curve systems such that bD c A and (D, CZ) $ 0 for i = 1, ... , r, then be =
 limfX(hj-n,)(bD) for some r-tuple S. Since (h -nw)(bD) c A c B(T(S)) and

 since B(3'(S)) is closed in 9, it follows that bc e B($7(S)) and hence that
 bC C A. But for any two essential curve systems C = C1 U ... U Cr and E,
 there exists a simple closed curve D such that ( D, C2) =A 0 for i = 1, ... , r, and
 (E, D) =A 0; hence if bE belongs to A then so does bD and hence so does b,:.
 Since A =A 0 it follows that every projectivized S-geometric length function
 belongs to A. El

 Theorem III.3.2 is essentially equivalent to a theorem of Thurston's ([T]; see

 also [FLP]). Let us define a map 6': J(S) -> 9 by 0'(X) = [x(y)] , , where
 1x( y) is the infimum of the lengths of the closed curves in the free homotopy class
 determined by y, in the hyperbolic structure of S corresponding to X (cf. ? 1).
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 Thus lx(y) = 2logX, whereA= X X(()I + 4). It turns out that 6' is
 a homeomorphism onto its image, and that & '(S) = O '(S9(S)) U B'(3(S)) c ',

 where B'((S)) = {lim i >O'(Xi): Xi -> oo in SY(S)}, is a compactification of
 &7(S) (cf. ? I.3). We have defined B(&7(S))= {lim iO(Xi): Xi Xo in
 .Y(S)}, where 0: Y(S) --> is given by 8(X) = [log(IX(y)I + 2)]y From
 these definitions it is easy to see that B'(SY(S)) = B( Y(S)). One can therefore

 reformulate Theorem III.3.2 to say that B'(gY(S)) is the closure in ?d of the set

 of all projectivized S-geometric length functions.
 Actually Thurston defines 9? as the projectivized version not of [0, xo)@ but

 of [0, oo)5 where Y is the set of all free homotopy classes of simple closed
 curves. This makes our version of the theorem superficially somewhat stronger,

 although our version would presumably follow from his method. The real reason

 for defining b as we have done is that it appears more natural in our more

 group-theoretic setting.
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